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Eastern's track and field team prepares for OVC
championships
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Hosty v.
Carter not
over yet
By Tim Martin

ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

"If llvlng today, President
LJncoln would say: ' You can
fool some of the people, some
of the time, but you cannot
fool all the people all the
time. Unfortunately, Jews will
fool Americans forever.••

-Letter to the Editor, ''Jews
Manipulate America" Dally
Illini

This anti-Semitic letter was
publlshed on Jan. 22 and
accused people of Jewish
descent of harborlllg terrorism.
Letters, e-mails and phone
calls across the state - and
even the world - were pouring In to the paper that pubUshed it, The Dally Illini, the
University of I!Unols' student

newspaper.
Offended readers demanded the university chancellor,
Nancy Cantor, fire the editor
in chief and disband the newspaper.
And admllllstration turned
the other cheek.
Actually, Cantor by law
could take no action - The
Daily IIJJni ls independent
from the university - as college newspapers are protected by freedom of speech
rights included in the First
Amendment.
Lawsuits over the years
have challenged those rights;
the most recent of which deals
with the censorship of a student
newspaper,
the
Innovator, at Governors State
University.
SEE HO STY •
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Tuition rate to
be decided soon
By Jennifer Chiariello

CAMPUS EDITOR

Eastern will not announce
whether the cost of tuition will
increase for the fall 2003 semester until after the budget ls
approved May 31 by the legislature.

Western Illinois University
didn't wait so long, announcing a
13 percent Increase Monday for
next fall. Northeastern has
approved a 5.2 percent increase,
and Southern Illinois University
Carbondale a 16 percent
increase.
Northern Illinois University
and Illinois State University will
discuss tuition this month.
Eastern's tuition lllcrease
could total $1.8 milllon, according to figures from the Bureau
of the Budget. The number
takes into consideration the pos-

sibillty of 5 percent cap on any
increase.
Western has a cost guarantee
program, which ensures students will have the same tuition
costs all four years, said John
Maguire, vice president for university relations. So even with
the 13 percent increase, students already enrolled at
Western will pay a lower cost.
The cost guarantee program
has been in place already for
four years.
"We don't anticipate any
change in the enrollment trend,"
Maguire said.
Western's student enrollment
has been respectively growing,
he said. An advantage students
will have is a predicable cost for
all four years.
Sue Davis, spokeswoman for
Southern Illinois University
SEE TUITION •
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PHO TO ILLUSTRATION / COLIN MCAULIFFE

Bailey McMillen, a freshman chemistry major, argues with roommate Jenny Zielezinski, a freshman elementary
education major, about what to watch on television.

Roommate rigors

• Living with a stranger can lead to problems ofjealousy and loss ofprivacy
By Kate Henderson

STAFF WRITER

Colleen O'Connor's roommate
her freshman year was interested
in cannibalism and Colleen.
O'Connor's roommate would
enllghten people on the gory details
of cannibalism and watch the
movies, "Silence of the Lambs" and
"Hannibal"

"Sometimes, I would come home
at night and she would be sleeping
in my bed," said O'Connor, a sophcr
more elementary education major.
"Other times, I would get ready for
bed and she would pull a purple and
red lawn chair up right next to my
bed so she could watch television."
One time, O'Connor went to eat
dinner in Champaign for dinner.
When she reached the restaurant
her roommate was at the table next
to her.
She had followed O'Connor all the
way there.

"She wanted to be me,• she
recounted.
O'Connor said her roommate was
overweight and wanted to be an
average weight like her.
John Grimes Jr., a psychologist
working in Charleston, said some
people Uving together have jealousy issues similar to O'Connor and
her former roommate.
Strangers Uving together worry
about invasion of space, Eastern
psychology professor Anu Sharma
said.
"They worry about their belongings being stolen or they don't want
their roommate sitting on their bed
or eating a snack when they aren't
there."
Even friends tend to encounter
problems because they go into college Ufe with different assumptions
of how the experience will turn out,
Sharma said.
Jennifer Zlelezinski, a freshman
elementary education major, Uved

on a quiet floor with 24-hour courtesy hours, meaning the students
Uving there had to keep the noise
level quiet enough that it could not
be heard outside the door.
Zlelezinski and her roommate
were friends in high school before
moving to Eastern and chose to be
roommates.
"We had different bed schedules," said Zlelezinski. "I went to
bed early and got up at 6 am. and
she would come in at 4 am. and
wake up at 2 p.m."
Zlelezinski and her roommate
talked about their problems and
tried to work them out, but they had
too many differences, which resulted in her moving out after the first
semester.
Sharma said that there are a few
logical steps to solving problems,
such as constructiveness and positive criticism.
"As a therapist, I always helped
SEE ROOMMATES •
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Grants will not change with budget cuts
By Jeremy Pelzer

CITY REPORTER

At a time when higher education
is recommended for $112 milllon in
cuts next fiscal year, Monetary
Award Program (MAP) grant funding to students would remain at its
current budget under Gov. Rod
Blagojevich's budget proposal.
However, many think that as college tUltion rates rise, simply maintaining current MAP funding will
hit students' pocketbooks hard.
I'm glad it (MAP grant funding)
is not being cut," Student Body
President Alison Mormino said.
"(But the current level of funding)

ls significantly Jess than what
tuition rates will be."
MAP offers grants of up to
$5,000 to Illinois students who
demonstrate financial aid and
attend a college or University in
Illinois.
Mormino said she thought MAP
funding should be increased.
In his budget address last month,
Blagojevlch said he would "prcr
tect" the current MAP grant budget at $336 milllon.
"I will not repeat the last admlllistration's mistake by slashing
funding to the Monetary Award
Program," he said.
"We will not deny needy students

access to higher education."
Members of Eastern's Student
Government said Eastern students
will suffer.
Outgoing student vice president
for academic affairs Ronnie
Deedrick said that while the state
was "between a rock and a hard
place" financially, he felt a MAP
funding increase was necessary.
"(At Eastern) we're going to have
at least a double-digit increase in
tuition," Deedrick said.
He said current funding levels
were already significantly lower
than in previous years. The MAP
current budget was slashed 50 percent from Fiscal Year 02, he said.

As a result, Deedrick said an
increasing number of students are
being forced to take out Joans,
rather than receiving grant money
that doesn't have to be paid back.
Mormino and Deedrick both
said they are also concerned that
while MAP grants only cover four
years of tuition, financial and education factors are leadlllg an
increasing number of students to
graduate in five years.
"I hope that the Legislature realizes that because of rising costs,
there are more students that are
staying an extra year," Mormino
said.
While several legislators, includ-

ing State Sen. Dale Righter, RMattoon, have advocated returning fifth-year MAP funding, no
action has been taken yet in
Springfield.
Deedrick said rising tuition
without rising tuition grants is part
of a "general trend (where) higher
education ls getting cut.
"It's a trend that all students
should be worried about," he said.
Mormino said that all Eastern
students will "definitely" be affected by next year's budget cuts.
"It's notjust going to affect summer school," Mormino said. "It's
going to affect every single part of
campus."
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Other colleges
allocate money
for their RSOs
By Niki Jensen

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ED ITOR

Currently,
Recognized
Student Organizations at
Eastern do not receive any
money from the university.
This , however, is not the case
for several other state universities.
Larry Ward, newly-elected
student vice president for business affairs, said many other
state universities allocate
money to RSOs.
"I know (the) University of
Illinois does," he said.
In fact, U of I students are
required to pay a semesterly
$10 Student
Organization
Resource Fee that goes toward
financing RSO programs and
activities, according to the
resource Web page.
Though the fee is refundable, "a small percentage of
students request their refund,"
said Trish Saelens, assistant
director of the resource fee
organization.
RSOs at the U of I can apply
for funding at six periods
throughout each semester in
addition to a summer period,
the Web site said.
The money is allocated for
programs and events put on by
members of student organizations, Saelens said.
For example, funding is provided for RSO events such as
multicultural activities, special speakers and travel
expenses for various competitions.
When deciding which events
to fund, the fee organization
board considers additional
funding sources for the event
and whether the event will be
available to all students, the
Web site said.
The RSO funding has "provided student activities for the
campus; it's provided educational opportunities for stu-

dents within organizations,"
Saelens said.
Illinois State University has
more than 250 RSOs that are
currently eligible for funding ,
according to the university
Web site.
Beginning with Fiscal Year
2004 , the Office of Student
Life and Student Government
Association will implement a
new RSO Program Fund to
allow only RSOs to apply for
funding.
In a February 2002 issue,
The Daily Egyptian , Southern
Illinois University's student
newspaper, said "more than
300
Registered
Student
Organizations are funded
through a campus activity
fee."
Likewise, Northern Illinois
University's
Student
Association Constitution states
RSOs are entitled to money
from the university.
The Constitution states a
power of the senate is "to
appropriate allotted monies
and other benefits to Student
Association-recognized student organizations."
Eastern wants to change the
state of the university's RSOs.
The five newly- elected
Student Government executive members plan to take part
in
supporting
Eastern's
Student
Recognized
Organizations through the creation of a Student Leadership
Council.
Though the executive members endorse the leadership
council as vital to strengthening and uniting campus organizations, it still has to be created.
A challenge posed by the
council will involve money
from
the Apportionment
Board being given to the
Student Government for the
purpose of RSO funding.
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Computer tutorial

STEPHEN HAAS / ASSOC IATE PHOTO EDITOR

Jason Ruesch, a senior physical education major, gets some computer help from Lisa Brandt, a senior elementary education major, Thursday night in the ITC lab of Buzzard Hall. Ruesch was scanning photos into the
computer for a homework assignment.

CM changes guidelines set for a
withdraw! for military reasons
By James Washburn

STAFF WR I TER

The Council on Academic
Affairs reworded a military
withdrawal graduation policy
and added an additional week in
which deployed students can
still get full credit Thursday.
But that decision was not met
without some controversy.
Speaker of the Student Senate
Mike Walsh, a junior psychology major, left the CAA meeting
before the council could make a
final decision.
"If it doesn't pass, I'll be really upset," Walsh said. "It gives
maximum flexibility to all parties involved. It's not like (the
university) is just handing out
degrees - there is a process."
The previous guJdelines for
students who must withdraw
from Eastern for military reason, stated the seventh week of
the semester must be completed
and there must be a grade of C
or above in the class.
The university's previous policy had been Jess specJfic, especially in reference to graduation, Walsh said.
Many of the CAA members
could not agree on the sufficient

number of weeks of classroom
attendance needed to determine
whether or not the student in
question would pass the class.
After some discussion, this
aspect of the policy was
removed all together, said
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice
president for academic affairs.
The new policy reads:
"Students who have met all
requirements for graduation,
except those that would be fulfilled by completing the courses
enrolled in at time of withdrawal for military activation, may
receive full credit for those
courses and be recommended
for graduation provided the faculty member, department chair,
college certification officer and
student confer."
Now the policy is fluid , and
concerns only those involved
with each particular case,
Deedrick said.
Now the new policy is similar
to the policies of other state universities such as the University
of Illinois. Eastern's policy may
even be a little more specific,
Deedrick said.
"I'm glad we got the policy
approved," he said.
This policy change should

please students enrolled in the
mi!Jtary because if they were
called up, it may allow them to
graduate when they planned on
graduating, even though their
last semester is incomplete.
The full credit policy concerning non-graduating students had suggested extension
to receive full credit be changed
from two full instructional
weeks to three. The change also
bumped up the time frame
where deployed students can
receive a refund of tuition and
fees, except for health insurance, from after the first four
weeks of the term to the last
three.
Room and board refunds for
those students, if applicable,
shall be pro-rated for actual use.
The CAA also approved a
memorandum that appointed
associate biology professor
Hank Owens and theater professor Jerry Eisenhower to the
Honors Council.
The elections of the new CAA
chair and vice chair were also
conducted at the
meeting.
Associate biology chair Andy
Methven was elected CAA chair
and journalism professor James
Tidwell was elected vice-chair.

CORRECT I ON S
In Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News Ryan Herdes' name was spelled incorrectly.
The News regrets the error.
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How sheep wool becomtes clothing
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STAFF WlllTEllS

Visilors to the LiDalln Loi Cabin cao ~ about the
procesa of matina cbhioe train sheep Ibis wieekmd.
"Sheep to ClotbiDg" will l3lre place l'rom noon to 4 p.m.
~and Sunday al

the Lincdn Loi Cabin.
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Th&ndl¥ ~ .. Alhc9ol• . . . Uncoln lofil
..... aitioi .. - - - ald cnft ftn:tlone.
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An 1845 Fourth·of July a::ltbtatu:1 will be held July Sar
the c:abin.
Festivities will include a paaiodc pta5•hlfM1rt of
/ - ' speeches boooring many generatioos and a reading of the
Deda.ratioo of lndependince.

Matthew Mjrre!steadt. interim site
ow..,.., said the ewm will be hosted by
WOldinMm 5 and vohmteers.
"We lwve about 200 active voNnteers.
Mit1elsf.eadt said
The largest function held at the
and wilhour them. we couldnl open1e;"
Lmcllln farm IS the Harvest f'roOc.
Miaristeadr said
Noon 4 p.m.
wbX:h is best m about S.<XX> visitors
. ~be showing visitors the steps
s.n.dey and &.n:ia'f
each year, Mittelsteadt said It is held
~the sheep to actually makthe first weekend in October.
ing 8rtic.les of clodling through the
processes of weaving and spinning.
It is an agncultural and trade fair. wtuch mcludes handy
An Abraham Linc:oln imper9aoator will stop by the
W<rl. preterVed f!~ and hand.cratted goods.
Lincoln Farm to talk to visitors l'rorn 1 p.m. m 3 p.m.
1t'S like the <X)Unty fair that IS hekf Ul Omiesron, wtuch
Sunday.
by the way. JS the longest runnin8 county fair m lllinoJs.··
The Lmcoln Los cabin has been a OOUTisl anracuon Mittel.steadt said.
since tbe 1930s. About 12SJO) people VlSit the sne annualThe Li.ncoln Lou Cabm sire was once a functJonmg farm
ly, ioduding around a> ~ from various sctms. and home to Sarah and Thoma.$ Lincoln, parents of
Mittelsteadt said
Abraham Lmc:oln. At the rune. the fann was 120 acres and
F.adl year, a group of fifth graders perfonn "live-in"
was wed to produce food ror the family. Surplus crops
activities.. which include ~ up in the clothing from were used ro sell l~or a profit.
The sire mdudl~ a gif't shop, visitors center. permanent
the 18"°5 lmd ~ tbe boys- from girls and delegating dues dAXopt iate for each gender of that time pen. and tempol 81 y I~. wbicb DOW LS the locatioo of
demcnsn atDls fi"OOl the 2003 Hisulnca1 Adminlsttaoon
od.
The cabin is visittd by ooDege sn!dents and the:lr farm. class from Easfer"n. MJnrisreadt sad The demonstrations
ties treQuedty in the fall wbm dasaes begin.
depict rural farm hfe in Illinois dunng the fall season. With
Ml mcouraee everyooe m 9tle what we have to offer," bmdl-On ac:ovtties ror dlildren.
The Lincoln Log Cabin is open from 9 am. to 5 p.m.
Minekteadt said "It's a unique e:xpes ieoce."
The Lincoln Los Cabin. located eight miles SOUlh ot Wednesday through Sunday.
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Clm1esam m Uncom Highway Road, hoses year-round
am actions to dispaay the bism ical si&nifiNlnre of the
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VP pushes for fee education Interviews for UPD
chief con·tm•ue
1

., 9J......

STUDENT GOVER!l ll Ell T ED I TOR

"

Larry Ward. newly elected student vice president
for business affairs. plans to educate Eastern s tudents about where their tu.moo money g~ and how
much of 1t LS allocated to student paid fees
WI tJun.k a lot of people JUSt pay these fees without
really knowmg where their money goes," he said.
To mcrease s tudent awareness. Ward will create a
Web site to be linked to the Student Government
Site.
The Web site wtll conta.t.n a detailed and organized
overview of the s tudent fees. inciud.tng fee descnpooos and the amount or money appropnated to the
subcategon es witlun each fee. Ward said.
By consulting the Web site. Myou can see exactly
what you (are paying for ) with the textbook rentaJ
fee ," he sa1d. The same goes for all fees.
Ward is not wasting any ume getting the Web site
started.
wl'd Wee to have the first phase of the Web slte up
and runru.ng the firs t month we. get back (in the
fall ),'' he said.
Ward wants to complete the Web s ue by next
November.
In addition to a new Web sue. Ward also intends to
di.stnbute pamphlets to students that will feature an
easy to understand breakdown of the fees.
The pamphlet will l.J.st the three categones <stuJent publlcaoons. student leg.al services and the
Apporoorunent Board) that constitute the Acnvtty
Fee and receive poruons of its allocated money
The pampble u will be pl.aced wherever s tudents
can pick up copies of T'he Daily Eastern News. he
said.
..There will just be a tittjf wire basket" ne-u to
campus news bLOS, Ward said.
Acknowledging 1t will take a while to get all the
information together. Ward said be plans to wor k on
the pamphlet during the summer
wrd like to get (the pamphlets) dooe by early
November: be sa1d.
Ward also wanu to hold interactive forums wbere

students can ask questions
regarding tu.non and fees .
.. I will be holding one or rwo
forums next semester." Ward
said.
The forums will be pubbctzed
to encourage the anendance of
srudeo~ who want ro learn more
:a about what they pay. he said.
~-...Lo-...:::
·TU put an ad in the paper and
lMTJ Wini
mers up around campus aslung.
·1 ttnc a tot of
·Do you know what you pay""
people µ.st pgy
War d sa1d.
these~
Another oC Ward's goals for
wrtt>out reslly
next year is ro allocate mooey
~whem
from the Apportionment Board.
their money
Of which he will head, foT funding
goes..
toward Eastern·s Recogn12ed
Student Organiz.aoon.s as outhned
under the proposed Student Leadership Council to
assist student orgaruzations
Currently. Mit's bard (for s mall RSOs > to get fundllli to do projects and to do programlD.lllg for the
campus." sa.id Student Senate member Tun Edwards
earher tlus week.
Student Senate member Josh Jewett said Ward is
the hardest working guy he's ever worked wtth and
is con fident he can procure proper fund.Ing for
RSOs.
MHe wtll be very successful:· Jewen said.
Money for RSO fundmg will not be requested unoJ
next year's student fees are transferred to the
Apporoonment Board account . Ward said.
As a result. RSO funding "will probably be happeni.ng m the spnng semester." be said.
Despite tlus umetable. the proposal for the leadenhip council must first be approved by both the
Student Senate and the Board of Trustees before any
fund.Ing can be requested.
Though the leade.r stup council is still in iu planrung stage. Ward remains optlml.Stlc about hus goals
for the next school year.
Ml'm out there with the studenu· money on my
mind," be said.
·

We've got the
prescription for a
successful
business.. _
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STAH w11 1TE11

four candidates seelcmg to fill
rhe duef of pobce posmon of me
Cruversity PolJce Department are
bemg mterviewed by the 1.UUvers..
ty
lntervlews of the candidate:S
began Tuesday and will contln\J~
through Monday wben the searc:h
c:omnuttee concludes mter views
wtth the current aclini Oud'
Adam Due.
1"he last candidate will be InterVle'Wed Monday and I am askmig
fOT the evaluaoons by Wednesday·: ·
she said '"Then we will mm 1ro
score eac:h of the candidates."
To apply for the pnsmoo candll-

dates must have ea.med a bachelor's detz;ree m adnunist:ranon of

)UStl<:e. pohocal soence. C'UJlll'\;aJ
,JU50Ce or law enforttment.
Each candidate IS reqwred Ito
have served at a full-nme co~;e
or uruversrty m the ~ accordi.mg

to the posmon descnpoon from the
Eastern Web Site.
James Luedcmg. current chkef
of pobce for the Champaign Pohc::e
Department was the first carubdace to be mter'VleW'ed.
Lueclang bepn h.is career m
1973 as a patrol officer. detective
and JUVerule officer for the C1ty 1of
Champalgll. SLOOe then he bas bel!!l
promoted four times up to hi.s aJll'·

posmoo as Cllie!of POOce.
The secood c;uvtidate. Randy
Ervin. interviewed Wednesda1y
Ervm began worlting a,, a militalry
rent

police officer ui the Uruted States
Army m 1981 He spent 11 years

working at the Coles County
Shenffs Department before
becoming the Publtc Safety
Captain at Lake Land College.
according to h.IS resume.
After begin.rung lus career as a
police offi~r at the lllmol.S
Institute of Technology.
The tlurd candidate. Dexter

Yarbrough. Wlllm~ i'r¥ia&'
Yarbrough worked as a nar-

l:wl'tlW'tt'\IM'!'tllnlve
bifott landmg h.is current posmoo as clue! of
pobce at Uruversny of WLSCOOSl.ll's
Parkside Police department.
Acting Que/ of Police Adam
Due will mtervleW on Mooday
Due worked for two years as a
deputy patrolman for Kane County
Shenffs Department. Due came (O
Eastern ui 1989. where he~ as
a patrol officer and has smce been
promoted SL"< omes to h.is current

~~

pttXe.::tioo sptoaltsr

posmon.
1be mtel"VleWs stan at - 15 am.
Tilrougbout the day, the mterviewees tour the campus to meet wtth

faculty, students. Ulterun President
Lou Hencken and CPD officers
before coociudu:lg at S p.m.
Each of the mtef'VleWS allot a SO.
minute operHnterview session
where students an? encouraged to
come and mter'VleW the candidates.
Tbe studeats open-mtervlew
se9Sim will be l'rom 11to11:.SOa.m.
for born c:andxiates m the Pans
RoomoftheMa.11lnLutherKl.ngJr
Umversny Uruon.

4
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EDITORIAL

Faculty
bonus cut
necessary

This year's budget shortfall has left Eastern,
like all other Illinois school this year, in a difficult position. Not a single entity on campus has
not been affected by the state budget deficit.
Eastern and other universities have had to
deal with this inconvenience by making cuts to
any area deemed expendable.
Cuts to summer classes and air conditioning
is an unfortunate side effect of a lack of funding. And although inconvenient, air conditioning
and possible summer school
At issue
cuts are ultimately underPossible cuts
standable.
to contractual
Faculty bonuses could also bonuses for
professors.
be cut this year.
Late last month, The Dally
Our stance
Eastern News reported that
Every facet of
April news of a $1.4 million
the university
is facing cuts
recession came too late for
and most are
there to be a bonus, and that
bravely
under the newly settled fouraccepting this
year contract with the
fate and
University Professionals of
Eastern's
Illinois, a one-time bonus
faculty should
be no different.
equal to a 1.5 percent salary
Increase would've gone
through had there not been a
state recession by May 15. Even though a shred
of hope remains, it's unlikely that the faculty
will see a bonus this year.
Again it's unfortunate, but necessary.
Everyone in the Eastern community has to bear
some kind of discomfort as a result of this
budget crisis. Many faculty members are surely
displeased with the possibility of losing the contractual bonus.
A cut in a bonus this year, is not permanent,
however, and faculty need to realize this. When
times are more financially sound, bonuses may
be delivered, but for now they are not feasible
for the university.
While faculty may be unhappy about going
without a bonus, the cut should be understood
as part of the difficult situation Eastern is facing. While students may face tuition and fee
hikes and cuts to unfilled classes, faculty may
face cuts In their bonus. In either case, the cuts
are necessary to the financial stability of the
university.
Although many students are not thrilled with
the prospect of drowning in their sweat this
summer because air conditioning is not being
provided to certain buildings to save money,
they will deal with the situation and survive.
If any part of this university can stop Eastern
from hemorrhaging money, it should do its
part- even professors.
The editorial ls the majority opinion of the
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Amber Williams
Senior writer
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Williams also is a
journalism major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
anwllltams@elu.edu

It seems strange how easily
time can distort our memories.
A few weeks ago, while In a sentimental mood, I decided to go to
my old elementary school and
take a walk around the place
where I grew up.
When I stepped onto the playground of Franklin School.where I
spent so many years of my life,
the view seemed as foreign as a
scene in a movie.
The grass had grown taller than
I had remembered, and all my
favorite playground eqUipment
was missing or replaced, like a
graveyard of my past.
I recognized a flowering tree at
the edge of the playground and
climbed Into the base of its wide
open branches as I once would
have.
As I sat, I reminisced about the
days of swingsets and recess and
Innocence, and wished I had
known then what a special part of
my life I was In.
Now, the details of those carefree days seem sketchy and as far
off as if it were a different lifetime.
Many years from now, I do not
want to look back at my years at

"In the rush for all of
us to escape this
institution, diploma in
hand, we forget that
these moments are as
fleeting as the last
warm days of
summer."
Eastern with the same sense of
disconnected reality as I do my
childhood.
In the rush for all of us to
escape this institution, diploma In
hand, we forget that these
moments are as fleeting as the
last warm days of summer. What
seems like images that will last
forever risk being forgotten in the
hustles of daily life.
With one week left in my college career, I wish I had taken
more time to step back and appreelate everything I have come to
love about Eastern.

Everything that Is now a staple
of daily life will soon be pushed
back In my mind along with
swtngsets and sno-cones.
Among the memories I think I
will revere the most will be the
sight of Old Main as I drive to
class in the morning, going to
Marty's after work at night and
laying out on a blanket In the sunshine during Celebration.
What I will miss the most,
though, are the best friends I have
ever met in my life.
I am sure we will all grow up
more than we ever imagined and
laugh at the days we went to
Denny's at 2 am. because we
were craving hash browns.
The memorable experiences
you gather at Eastern will be with
you for your lifetime. To make the
most of your time here, you have
to take chances and put yourself
on the line.
Resist the urge to stay within
the confines of a particular
schedule, or a particular group,
and allow yourself to have a
broad range of experiences that
will glow in your mind after you
are long gone from Eastern and
Charleston.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

Honors College provides advantages
This letter is In response to
Jessica Danielewicz's column
"Honors change pointless"
from April 21 edition of The

Dally Eastern News.

that allows more discussion
and depth than other larger
general education classes.
Honors teachers strive to provide more quality In class, not
quantity.
In the honors classes I have
taken, the smaller numbers
and
similar
academic
strengths helped bring us
together and create an atmosphere for fun and Interactive
learning. While I recognize
varied opinions on the Honors
College name change, please
do not continue to spread falsities about the Honors classes.

For the second time this
year, the editorial page contained a complaint about the
difficulty, or lack thereof, of
honors classes. Last semester;
Jamie Fetty claimed she had
heard honors classes were not
harder than regular ones.
Tuesday 's column, "Honors
change pointless," by Jessica
Dantelewicz, also claimed
this, hoping to prove that
more than the honors' name
should be changed.
The myth that Honors Rachel Dent
classes are supposed to be Junior, mathematics and hisharder is just that- a myth. tory major
Concern about the difficulty
of classes is the number one
question at our annual Honors
Day Open House, but that is
not why Honors classes are
offered.
At Eastern, the classes have
I think a lot of teams
a smaller maximum capacity missed out on not picking

Teams missed out
on drafting Romo

Eastern quarterback Tony
Romo in this year's draft. I
watched Romo play for two
years and came back for a
few games to watch him
since I have graduated In
2001.

Tony has all the skills It
takes to succeed at the next
level.
He is an athlete first and
foremost, and, more importantly, a competitor. He may
not have the fastest feet or
possess the strongest arm In
the world, but he always
does whatever it takes to
Win.

I played many pickup basketball games with Romo In
the Recreational Center and
even when guys from the
Eastern basketball team

would come in and play, the
majority of the time we
would win, because of Tony,
not me. If anything, I hurt
our chances of winning; I
just knew how to get him the
ball.
I will continue to root for
Tony, and I think he will
prove a lot of people who
passed on him wrong.
He is a guy that kind of
slipped through the cracks
and really could have played
at a lot of Division I schools.
I would have preferred he
ended up with the Bears, but
I guess Dallas will do for
now.
Robert Burns
2001 alumnus

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints. we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jefetty@hotmail.com
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t.~Yil!!ID, D1:~y p,f,~9p,le of the Year
Comfort
in times
of trouble

Editor's Note: Each year The Dally Eastern News
picks a person or a groop of people as the Pets0n or
People of the Year. This award ls given to the individual or Jndlvtduals who have most Impacted
Eastern students Jn a positive way during the course
of the year. The Dally Eastern News' spring 2003
editorial board, whose members were Michelle
Jones, editor Jn chief; Jamie Fetty, managing editor;
Nate Bloomquist, news editor; Jessica. Dantelewtcz,
associate news editor; Karen Kin; editorial page editor;
Matt Melnhelt, sports editor, named Father
Chris Brey and Roy Lanham of the Newman
Cat/xJllc Center as this year's People of the Year.

am

T

hinking back during the course of this year
and especially this semester, two of the
biggest issues on students' minds were the
capital murder trial of Anthony B. Mertz for the
death of Eastern student Shannon McNamara and
the conflict in Iraq.
Though the troublesome times, two indiVlduals
really stood out on campus as being available and
comforting to any students who were willing to
accept their help and support.
Father Chris Brey, chaplain
at the Newman Catholic At issue
Center, and Roy Lanham, The person or
director and campus minister group of
of the Newman Center, are The
people who
Dally Eastern News' People of
most
affected
the Year for the presence and
help they gave to students at
Eastern
this university.
students in a
Brey attended the murder
positive light.
trial almost daily, but so did a
Our stance
lot of people, including the
directors at the Counseling
Father Chris
Center. Still, Brey was a voice
Brey and Roy
and a being for McNamara's
Lanham of the
family, friends and other stuNewman
dents regardless of whether
they knew Ms. McNamara.
Catholic
Brey gathered students
Center win the
award.
together to say a prayer outside of the courthouse while
the j ury was in deliberations.
He led a memorial service at the Newman Center
mid-week during the first week of the month-long
trial. He also presided at the service held the day
the the death penalty verdict came.
The Mertz trial was a trying time for many in the
Eastern community. Then came President George
Bush's decision to send troops into Iraq, and more
students became anxious and worried and needed
something in their lives.
Lanham was key to the many prayer vigils that
were held to support the troops. The first one after
the bombings in Iraq may have attracted the wrong
attention from some individuals who wanted more
to voice their stance on war instead of to pray for
the troops, but nonetheless, that was the purpose,
and Lanham continued to encourage that purpose.
College age students personally can relate to the
Iraq conflict because many of their peers are in the
military.
While The Dally Eastern News recognizes
Lanham more for his part in the prayer vigils for
the troops and Brey for his role in the Mertz trial,
Brey also met with students to figure out ways to
pray and what to do about the Iraq conflict.
The services for Ms. McNamara and the prayer
vigils for the troop were open to the whole community. Brey and Lanham, both part of the
Newman Catholic Center, were available and
reached out to all students - not just Catholics,
but everyone whether they even had religious
beliefs or not.
The environment at the prayer services was one
where those of other religions were comfortable
and welcome.
During troublesome times, It helps for people
to have someone with whom to talk, someone who
will listen to them, someone who can emphasize
or symphathize with them. It helps to have someone who can offer words of support, someone who
has confidence and can make those hurting feel
just a little bit better. Brey and Lanham were
those someone's.
These two individuals were doing their jobs, but
they did them exceptionally well and also really
went beyond the call of duty.
For these reasons, The Dally Eastern News
awards Brey and Lanham with this year's People of
the Year.

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASS OC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Father Chris Brey leads a prayer outside of the Coles County Courthouse on Feb. 12. the day of sentencing for Anthony Mertz. Brey
led prayers at a Counseling Center service later that day.

Opening doors to everybody
By Jamie Fetty
Editor in chief

It goes by the name Newman Catholic
Center, but the immense building nestled
in a valley behind Andrews and Lawson
halls is anything but an exclusive club of
Catholics. This academic year, the center's
director Roy Lanham and chaplain Father
Chris Brey became campus fixtures for
students of all faiths. The Daily Eastern
News named Brey and Lanham its People
of the Year because they took the initiative
to provide essential services to the community during a trying year.
In July of 2001, an Eastern student was
murdered in her apartment. Last
February; the campus-and much of the
state-relived the horror of Shannon
McNamara's violent death when Anthony
Mertz was tried for and convicted of murdering her.
Brey and Lanham, reporters and Ms.
McNamara's friends, family and Alpha Phi
sorority sisters sat in a courtroom for nearly five weeks, enduring graphic photos of
the murder scene and autopsy, hearing
tales of other women Mertz allegedly sexually assaulted or killed and learning the
terrifying details of how Mertz broke into
her apartment.
All of those people and many more had
the opportunity to seek solace in a prayer
vigil at the Newman Center held early in
the trial.
"Our goal was first to provide comfort
and consolation for (Ms. McNamara's)
family, and second to try and be an instrument of healing for everyone close to her,
especially the Alpha Phis," Brey said.
The McNamaras are Catholic, Lanham
said, but the Newman Center would have
worked with them on a service for
Shannon even if they hadn't been.
"If Shannon had been Lutheran we
would have sent a note to the family," he
said.
Brey said he tried to remain with the
McNamaras at the trial as much as possible.
"I remember being with them on the day
of the verdict," Brey said. "I stayed as long
as I could to be there at that moment, and
there was a spontaneous moment of prayer
among the folks waiting around."
Despite their support for the
McNamara's, who wanted Mertz sentenced to death, Lanham and Brey stuck to
their convictions and publicly protested
the use of the death penalty.
"There was some anger,• Lanham said.
"People asked 'How could you do this?'"
But their faith dictated that human life
was not something to be taken in revenge.
"It has to do withjustice and concern for
the sacredness of life," Lanham said.
Still, having to hear of all Mertz's evil
deeds, and neither Brey nor Lanham hes!-

tates to call him evil, made standing by
those ideals difficult at times.
"It made me question my faith. I don't
know if it was a test of faith, • Brey said.
"As I walked alongside the family and the
community in the courtroom...and as I saw
the evil present, I did question my own personal beliefs regarding the death penalty.
But I knew and I know that no matter how
evil a person is, that person is still created
in the Image and likeness of Goel
"Personally, the difficulty was to be
present to the McNamaras and pray with
them desiring the same verdict, yet a different sentence."
Lanham and Brey again became a support system for the community when
America attacked Iraq. At times, the
Newman Center protested the war, pushing for a nonviolent resolution. Other
times, they just offered a time and place
for those who needed support in a time of
fear and loss.
Lanham, who has been at the Newman
Center 17 years, organized vigils, rallies
and marches early this academic year
when the threat of war with Iraq first
began to loom over the nation. While the
Newman Center is decidedly anti-war,
Brey and Lanham welcomed those with
different opinions into their circles of
prayer.
As with their action to support the
McNamaras and fight the death penalty,
the Newman Center's devotion to opposing
the war stemmed from beliefs of nonviolence.
"We must lend our voice to justice,"
Lanham said. "Whenever we see injustice,
we must speak out against it."
Lanham has done that with more bravery than many would guess. The soft-spoken man was arrested during a protest in
Georgia at the former School of the
Americas several years ago when he and a
pair of students crossed into the base. He
still says it was worth it.
"My faith demands of me a response."
While Brey and Lanham claim strong convictions in a number of areas, they still keep
their chapel open around the clock for anyone of any background to pray or meditate.
And they come. Lanham said an entire fraternity visited the chapel on the eve of their
tugs competition during the last Greek
Week

Brey said he feels as though the
Newman Center has a strong connection to
university life.
"I take our position literally: We are at
the base of this campus," he said alluding
to the center's location at the south most
end of campus.
It is where interfaith movements like
Haiti Connection, Habitat for Humanity,
the Fair 'Itade Coalition and Alternative
Spring have found their home base.
"One of the reasons for so many social

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Roy Lanham talks to students while
protesting the death penalty outside the
sentencing portion of the trial of Anthony
Mertz, earlier convicted of murdering
Shannon McNamara.

justice activities here is that it is written on
the fiber of Roy's heart," Brey said.

Winners of the past

+ 2002 -

Lou Hencken,
interim President
+ 2001 - Rick Samuels, men's basketball coach
+ 2000 - David Radavich, UPI negotiating team
+ 1999 - Melissa Girtin,
student who pushed for the Panther
Express
+ 1998 - Members of the AFSCME
Local981
+ 1997 - Erin Weed, student who
pushed recycling program
+ 1996 - Lisa Garrison,
student who established EIU Peace
Talks
+ 1995 - Gov. Jim Edgar
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Carman Hall provides unique atmosphere

By Lauren Brody

Carman Hall: A closer look

STAFF WRITER

Carman Hall, built in 1971, was the last of the nine
residence halls to be built.
It was originally for only female upperclassman.
However, male students moved in shortly after the
opening because of the lack of females on campus at
the time.
Doug Howell, current resident director, said the
rooms were structured to appeal to upperclassmen
because of their size and movable furniture.
Carman Hall was dedicated in November 1971, and
ls named after Ruth Carman, the only former Eastern
student to have a building dedicated in her honor.
Carman also was a teacher in Eastern 's foreign languages department from 1914 to 1953.
The naming of the hall was based on recommendations from faculty, Carman's associates, alumni and
her services to the university and Charleston community.
When hearing of the nominations for the building
name, one student said, "She was an excellent teacher
and a great human being. Her teachings have colored
my whole professional life.
"I can think ofno one more deserving of the honor of having a building at EIU named after her than Ruth Carman."
Ann Nicks, a junior elementary education major and

resident assistant at Carman Hall for two years, said
living there provides a great atmosphere.
"I Uke being an RA in Carman because the majority
of freshmen that live here are so excited to be here,"
she said.
While anyone ls welcome in Carman, it ls offered as
a first-year experience hall.
"When you have a large number offreshmen you are
able to focus on welcoming experiences like Panther
Preview," Howell said.
Carman resident Kelly Ruffatto, an elementary education major, said, "(there are) a lot of freshmen here
and everyone wants to meet everyone so it makes for
a good environment."
An underclassmen residence hall comes with some
baggage, and Carman Hall has certainly had its fair
share of bad days.
Howell thinks Carman has always had a false reputation because problems are more noticeable with the
number of students living there.
Whether it is because of pulled fire alarms or
garbage chutes being set ablaze, the hall seems to have
the worst reputation on campus.
In reality, the fire alarms have only been set off on

Built: 1971
Nam ed after: Ruth Carman, a former teacher in
Eastern's foreign language department
Floors: South Tower - eight; North Tower - nine.
Residents: 600

purpose twice this semester. The first time was the
result of a malicious pull and the second time the
alarms went off because of a smoke bomb.
Howell said the reason it didn't happen more ls
because students are becoming more aware of the consequences.
"Education we get out to our residents ls that pulling
a fire alarm ls a felony ifconvicted, but you do not have
to be convicted to be suspended from school," he said.
Carman Hall has only had one actual fire since it was
built. Associate Director of Housing Mark Shaklee said
the fire occurred in fall 1994, on the sixth floor of the
north tower.
Director of Judicial Affairs Keith Kohanw said the
fire was caused when a student left a curling iron on.
Although the entire floor was unusable for the rest of
the semester because of smoke damage, no one was
injured.
The environment around Carman ls unique because
of a pond and a memorial for a former student.
The Carman Hall pond was installed as a water
retention pond when Greek Court was planned,
Shaklee said.
Because of the surrounding parking lots, a place was
needed for rain water to run. Retention ponds let out
water more slowly.
The memorial stone on the south side of the pond
reads, "Doing small things for individuals ls sometimes as important as doing big things."
The memorial ls in dedication offormer Eastern student Brad Wright, who died in June 1998 from a heart
attack. During his time at Eastern, Wright was a
Carman resident assistant
Resident Assistant Josh Reeley, a sophomore computer information systems major, said the unique
atmosphere ls what will bring him back.
"Everybody knows everybody by the end of the
year," he said. 'Tm planning on staying here next
year."
Freshman business major Tony Collelo said, "the
whole feeling of living down here ls great. (Students
are) your family when you're not at home.•

DANIEL WILLIAMS /S TA FF PHOTOGRAP HER

Cannan Hall is now a co-ed residence hall, but when it was built in 1970, it
was intended to be all female housing.
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Hosty:

Tuition:

Attorney General tries to overturn the Hosty v. Carter decision

Hencken will not give tuition
figures until after May 31

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The U.S. Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals unanimously ruled in favor of the
student journalists Aprtl 10.
The attorney general's office, which
represented Governors State during the
lawsUit, filed a motion Monday asking the
circuit court to rehear the case.
"I think it's going to be unsuccessful,
ultimately only prolonging this at the
expense of students and taxpayers in
Illinois," said Mark Goodman, executive
director of Student Press Law Center.
"The fact the attorney general's office
decided they want to go back to reject that
ruling is mind boggling."
The law center signed an amecus or
"friend of the court" brief earlier this year
to represent the student journalists who
previously had no representation.
The Hosty v. Carter ruling applied to a
jurisdiction of Illinois, Wisconsin and
Indiana.
A spokesman from the Wisconsin
Attorney General's office said he could not
comment what that office would do in a
similar situation because the way a lawyer
represents a case is so situation-specific.
Eastern administrators had previously
said on several occasions regardless how
the Governors State case ends, freedom of
speech rights would be protected at
Eastern.
This means The Dally Eastern News has
protection to publish articles with profanity and editorials critlctzing administration.
Governors State: An uphill battle
Eastern journalism professor James
Tidwell said Governors State's request to
reconsider after a unanimous decision
again.st them is very rare. He said the university is tiying to obtain qualified Immunity for former Dean of Student Affairs
Patricia Carter.
The attorney general's office defends
that Carter was unaware censoring college
newspapers was again.st the law, which is
something Goodman finds perplexing.
The attorney general's office did not
return reporter phone calls.
Goodman said the office stated the law
did not clearly define protected freedom
of speech rights and that Carter had no
reason to believe her actions were a violation of the First Amendment.
"I'm ticked off at this," Goodman said.
"I'm ticked off at the attorney general's

office because they are saying their case
doesn't deal with the First Amendment,
but really this is a very important Issue
that ls exactly what this case is about."
Tidwell said the conflict is not whether
or not the case is about censorship, but
rather if the law is clearly established.
Tidwell said the law is, and that Immunity
should not be granted.
Qualified Immunity is granted to government officials when a law is not clearly
defined before an Infraction has occurred.
Goodman said cases dealing with police
officers are the most common usage of the
Immunity.
The students' deadline to file a response
to the attorney general's petition is May 13.
Goodman said he hopes the court will have
a decision by September.
If Carter and Governors State are ruled
again.st this time, they will then be eligible
to request the Supreme Court take on the
case.
"They were slam dunked at the court (of
appeals) and you could certainly use every
cllche in the book that they are 'beating a
dead horse,'" Tidwell said. "But it's really
just a waste of money."
Further censorship
Other schools, for the most part, are
experiencing the same level of administrative support as Eastern and are not sweating a possible favorable decision toward
censorship.
Lance Speere. general manager of
Southern
Illinois
University
at
Carbondale's Dally Egyptian, said every
indication from administration states they
support students' rights.
"It's not an issue here on campus. We
have never gotten a call from anyone saying don't print this or that," said Speere,
who is also the Illinois College Press
Association president. "The administration understands how the current law
stands."
The U of I, as the letter to the editor
shows, has an understanding administration, even though the Dally Illini is independent.
"The current administration has been
superb, and it's not because there hasn't
been pressure to be otherwise," said Steve
Helle, a professor of journalism at U of I
who also provides legal counsel to The
Dally Il1ini.

Matt Stensland, the editor in chief at the
newspaper, said the paper received a lot of
heat for running the letter. He said the
chancellor has scheduled various freedom
of speech and hate speech panel discussions.
A couple days after the letter ran, a
meeting that included Cantor, some of the
editors including Stensland, administrators and Jewish students was held to discuss the impact.
"At first, we had to explain to them it ls
totally our right to do this if we want to,"
Stensland said. "They (Jewish students)
were just very hurt, and when you're that
hurt you don't look at the First
Amendment: You say what is inside of you
and everyone did that at the meeting."
Most student journalists own the same
freedom from administrative censorship
as The Dally Illini.
Cory Schouten will be editor in chief at
Indiana University's Indiana Dally Student
in the fall, and he said relationships with
administration varies semester by semester. Currently, the administration will only
talk to the Dally Student through a
spokesperson.
Nevertheless, Schouten said the paper ls
safe because of a Board of Trustees charter that protects their freedom of speech.
Not all college newspapers have that
luxury.
Molly Herridge, editor in chief of The
Harbinger, the student newspaper at
Illinois Central College, avoids dealing
with the administration when possible and
doesn't know what would happen if censorship were allowed.
"With great power comes great responsibility. What comes with freedom of
speech ls great power," she said.
"(Administration) usually don't have any
problems with what we (printed) so far,
but at the same time (we) try to be tactful
with what we do.·
Eastern's Student Government ls watching out for students.
The Student Government, seeking more
concrete assurance than administrative
blessing, has passed a bill that clarifies all
student freedom of speech rights, which
could extend beyond student newspapers
to what speakers or bands are brought to
campus.
The bill has been sent to Eastern's Board
of Trustees, who have yet to take action.

CO NTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Carbondale, said Southern does not think
the 16 percent tuition increase will affect
enrollment.
"It still leaves us one of the most affordable institutions In Illinois," Davis said.
Southern sets the cost of two years of the
student's tuttlon and fees in advance and sets
projections for two years, Davis said.
For example, tuition for fall 2002 and fall
2003 was set last year and Southern now has
projections for fall 2004 and fall 2005.
Davis said the set tuition and projections
allow Southern to put together financial plans
in advance.
"We think predictability ls very Important
to allow families with students to plan," she
said.
Currently, tultlon and fees for a student
attending 12 or more hours at Eastern during
the fall 2002 and spring 2003 semesters for
in-state residents was $108.45 per semester
hour plus $697 fees per semester.

Roommates:

CONTINUED FR OM PA GE 1

the students find a good way to bring the
Issue up," Sharma said.
Getting both roommates to talk to a therapist together is helpful, Sharma said.
When problems do occur, there are options
available.
Kelly Miller, assistant director of housing
at Eastern, said a roommate contract Is available if they are having problems.
The contract consists of nine questions
roommates answer and agree on.
The questions range from when the room
will be cleaned to when visitors are allowed
in.
"Once the contract ts completed, the roommates both sign it and use It as a guide
throughout the rest of the year to keep problems to a minimum," said Miller.
Miller said most roommate problems result
from failure to communicate and confrontation in a non-constructive manner.
"Talking to your roommate ls the best thing
you can do," Miller said.
"Most students don't communicate with
their roommate causing problems."
Taking accurate phone messages and saying thank you are two of the small things a
Housing and Dining pamphlet suggests as
helpful tips.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Celebrate May Day with Ruffalo
Cody and Weststaff. Thursday.
May 1st from 12pm-4pm at 504
6th street, Charleston. See what
all the excietment is about... learn
how you can be a part of it.
Immediate openings. Flexible
schedules, "welcome bonus" for
qualified applicants. Jimmy Johns
subs, Interviews available. Join
us!! Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Sales Associate Needed: We are
looking for dynamic, goal oriented, sales professionals to fill part
time hours. Jewelry sales experience preferred. Apply in person
at: Ideal Jewelry and Gifts Cross
County Mall Mattoon IL 61938
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
DRINKERS NEEDED to enjoy the
music of AURIA live acoustic
show. From 8-10 Friday night at
The Place, 1O minutes east of
campus on Rt. 16. Always $1
drafts. Call 349-8613 for ride
information.
- - - - - - - - - 5/2
HELP WANTED CLYDE'S ANIMAL CLINIC: EVENING/ WEEKEND KENNEL POSITION. NO
CALLS, PLEASE. MUST BE
HERE OVER SUMMER. LOCATED ON ROUTE 16 ACROSS
FROM MOVIE THEATRE.

some college preferred. Valid
local drivers license. Handle
heavy furniture and appliances.
Team member benefits include
medical. dental. vision, life, disability. 401 k, 2 week paid vacation after 12 months. Equal
Opportunity Employer, drug-free
workplace. Apply in person. 301
Lakeland Blvd, Mattoon.

2 BR money saver @ $190/person. Cable & water incl. Don't
miss it. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood. Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES. NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSUphone/cable outlets. Best
floor plan. best prices! 345.4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
4 BR house for 4, great 10th St
location. 1 1/ 2 baths. a/c.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/mo. Cable TV & water incl.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
5-6 Bedroom house 1409
9th St. House has 6 bedrooms but I will consider
only 5 students. Compl etel y
remodeled .
Hardwood
Floors, ceiling fans. Must
see ! $235 per month per
student, plus utilities No
pets No laundry Call 3481474 for showing
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
3 bedroom 2nd floor of 2
flat 1409 9th st Everything
is new. Must see ! $235 per
month per student, plus
utilities No pets No laundry
Call 348-14 7 4 for showing.

201 5TH ST. 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE CARPETED, NICE BATH
& LARGE KITCHEN, INSULATED
WITH NEW WINDOWS. A/C AND
CEILING FANS. UNFURNISHED
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30
CALL 345-9462. LEASE &
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.

Nice 4 BR house. 1 1/2 baths. 2
car detatched garage. C/A. cheap
utilities. 1609 10th Street.
$230/person. Call 217-857-3611.

SPACIOUS.
BR
apt
across from EIU At 1542
4th St. All elec, cent. Air.
Good closet Space. Trash
& parking included. Ideal
for mature student or
couple . Availabilities for
June & August . 345-7286 .

- - - - - - - - - 515

Building Blocks Daycare is
looking for qualified energetic
people to work for us!
Interested call 234-8889

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Country
Schoolhouse
Preschool is now accepting
applications for childcare assistants. Part time positions available. 5-25 hours per week .
Experience preferred. 345-3082

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Start $9.50 + O.T. Get paid weekly! We'll train you! Rent-A-Center
has openings for account managers to provide customer service
incl. sales, delivery and set-up of
furniture, appliances and electronics and managing past due
accounts. Rapid advancement. 5day. 48-hr week includes
evenings. No Sundays. No holidays. No shifts. Bilingual a plus!
Basic requirements include: ability to manage own time. Good lis-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

SUMMER WORK
$14.50 BASE-APT
FLEXIBLE FULL TIME/PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES
SCHOLARSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS
NO TELEMARKETING
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY CONDITIONS EXIST, MUST BE
18+ DETAILS, CALL: 217-2354080
WEBSITE: COLLEGESUMMERWORK.COM
APPLY ON CAMPUS AT FOOD
COURT ON 4/28&4/29

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FOR

RENT

3-4 bedroom house. 2 baths, furnished, A/C, DW. Trash paid. $245
each plus utilities. 348-8641 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
4 BR house, W/D, basement, 10
or 12 month lease, near campus.
Call 348-7563.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
4 BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths, walk to
Buzzard.
345.4489,
Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
3 BR HOUSE, 1 block to Stadium,
w/d, central a/c. $630 month.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
Grad student. faculty. staff. Apts
for 1 person, close to EIU. $300350. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.

;
te:n:
in~g~a:n:d~sp:e:a:~~ng~s:ki:lls:·~H~S:..._......:================:::5/2

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: ---------------Address: --------------Phone: - - - - - - - Student: D Yes D No
Under classification of: --------Expiration code (office use only):
Person accepting ad:

Compositor: _ _

No. words I days:_Amount due: $_Payment:
Check No.- - -

Dates to run: -------------Ad to read:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months. water incl. Low utilities,
A/C, coin laundry. ample parking.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood. Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
JUST CAME AVAILABLE. 208 112
6TH ST. CARPETED A/C SHOWER WASHER & DRYER 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK
FOR LARRY.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

3 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
202 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN BATH WITH
SHOWER. A/C, WASHER &
DRYER. CALL 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

NICE. 2 BR apts still avail. for next
year. $225-$300/person. Good
locations. good condition, locally
owned, locally maintained. No
pets. 345-7286

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

3 BR. 2 bath house 2 blks from
campus. W/D, A/C. $225 each.
Fall 03. 348.8286 after 6pm.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Efficiency apt. close to campus.
W/A/C. Males only. no smoking.
$335/mo. All utilities included.
345-3232 days.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

ATTENTION
LADIES:
LARGE
3BR VICOTIAN,
HUGE
K ITCHEN,
COZY
LIVI NG
ROOM .
HARDWOOD FLOORS COMFORTABLY SUITABLE FOR 3-4
GIRLS. $260/MONTH/STUDENT. 345- 7507

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

WANTED:Grad Students

10or12 rnooth ~ase
4oc 5BR House,2Baths,
AC,&W~er IDryer

10201st ~t
Call Dan@ 345-3213

--

- ,_
!

Great 1 person apts. at
economical prices

1512 AStreet. Charleston
Call 345-4489 for appt.

Crossword

28Early bird's
home?
29Charger's
array
30East Indian
sailors
32Superlatively
scanty
34Sectional, say
35support, in a
way
36Stamps of
approval
39William Pitt's
purview
42Fictional
swordsman
43"Whazzat?"
45Line on a
spine
46Marsh
denizen
471n pretty good
shape
49Piccolo player
on TV

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

30 certs per wud frst day ad 11.11s. 10 cents per wud each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 certs per word frst day for students with vaid 10, and 10 cents JM!f word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reseives the right to edit or refuse ads considtted ibelous or in bad taste.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

3 BEDROOM. AVAILABLE AUGUST.
NEW. NICE, AND CLEAN. W/D
INCLUDED. 2009 B 11th STREET.
$275 EACH. CALL 348-1067

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

1, 2, & 3 BR apts. Oldetowne
Close
to
Management.
Campus 345-6533

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

1 or 2 girls needed for first or
second semester. New nicely
furnished apartment. Free parking. low utilities, and trash
included. Indoor pool. hot tub,
and work out equipment. Call
Laura at 581-5186.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Available now. 1&2 BR apts.
9th
St
&
Lincoln
Ave
Locations.
348.0157
or
www.lanmanproperties.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Rooms for rent. Large house.
Shared kitchen . W/D A/C.
West of square. Available til
August 1. Call 345.9665

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

4 BR house, 1919 9th st.
$220/mo per person. A/C, W/D,
fireplace. 258.0661 or 342.3475
after 6pm.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

(j[JjlffitJhf. MPihAGlNUf1

1, 2, &3Bedrooms

4LOCATIONS
Close tocampus

345-6533

Lincolnwood Pinetr
Apartments

Studio, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
Lots of s p ace
• Swimming p o ol
• Volleyba ll co urt

~~ Across fromCarman Hall IF-~ ~~
345-6000
n-r=.:
CAMPU S CLIP S

Jim Wood . Re11l f <l

~ht Nt1tt Dork ~imts
ACROSS
1Partnership
8Look upon
warmly
15Like some
shoes
16"The Red
House
Mystery" novelist
17Start of a perplexed person's question
19Gallivant
201t merged with
Peugeot in
1976
21Goose egg
22Mallorca. e.g.
24Their names
may start with
"Mac"
25Tennis's
Mandlikova
26Cambodian
cash

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

ONE LEFT, FALL 10 MO. LEASE,
LIKE NEW 3 BR. FURNISHED,
INDOOR POOL HOT TUB, POOL
TABLES, EXERCISE EQUIP. LAUNDRY FACILITIES. 3 PERSON $275
EA. UNIQUE HOMES 345-5022

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY. Praise Worship
Service May 4 at 5pm in Effingham Room @ Union. All college students
are invited to join us on Sunday May 4th at 5pm. Come worship. sing
praise. experience God's Word.

No. 0321

Edited by Will Shortz

50Like some
stocks: Abbr.
51 Southwest
bloomer
53Singer Sumac "-+--+-54Stupidly silent
57The Sage of
Concord
58soap unit
59They just say
no
60
Temperament
s
DOWN
1 Barrel race
participant
2Loss of
~peaking ability

30ne running
around wildly,
maybe
41t borders
James Bay:
Abbr.
5Auditory
6Soda pop, to
some
?Patches up
8Luau wear
9Bison features
1OModel/actress
in "No Way

PUZZie by Myles Callum

13Makes
sacred, in a
way
14Phrase that
can precede
11 or 12, but
not 13
18Limp as _
23Still stuff
25Freethinker
27Some are
cracked
29Sponge gen-

36Went wassail- 51 Mail convening, once
ience: Abbr.
37
Simultaneous!
y

52Doing what
3801d Japanese
needs to be
ruling lme
done
39Devalue
40Pie preference
55Epsilon _
41 Households
(14th nearest
440ne for the
Out"
star
to Earth)
money?
......,.........,. 11Under the
tly
47Fifer's drum
table
31
Common
test
,...........,.....,.......,.....,...... 12Star who's
48Words with
56Sun Devils'
taker
be~n in many
line, hint or
sch.
33"Fiddlesticks!"
unions
bomb
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

2-3-4-5 bedroom houses from
1/ 2 block to union to quiet neighborhood. Furnished or unfurnished. Lots of variety. Call 3452038 after hours and weekends
or 276-6021 days.

1 & 2 BR apes avaiable smrner & 20032004 semesters. Cal fcr n o: 34~
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/5
1025 4th St. 5 BR partially furnished,
deposit
required.
Available August. 618-580-5843
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
NICE APTS STILL AVAILABLE!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates, trash, off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Available August 15, 2003, 2 & 3
BR Furn Apt. Laundry on premises, parking & trash included. Very
clean, nice & locally owned. On
campus by EIU police. Please call
for appt. 348.067 3
00
1 BR APTS ON THE SQUARE. LIKE
NEW. EXTRA NICE. CIA. CARPET.
AND DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE
JUNE 1ST AND AUGUST 1ST.
$300 PER MONTH AND $350 PER
MONTH. INCLUDES WATER AND
TRASH. 345-4010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Great location across from park! 4
bed. 2 shower, off street parking.
large backyard, new W/D. $250
per/person + deposit. 11 month
lease for the price of 1O months!
1210 Division. 235-0939.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SUMMER MINI STORAGE. Min.3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
House for r en t . 3- 4 BR. 2
sh owers . ai r, W/ D, offstreet par ki ng. 202.4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2, 3&4 BR
houses. Great locations, close to
campus. 2417 maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR L EASE: Fall 2003-

Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus. Several 1,2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006

BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
For 4- 5 persons, central air,
washer/ dryer,
dishwasher.
garbage disposal. 2 1/2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246- 3083

MUST SELL!! Full Size bed, mattress, frame, box spring included.
Good condition! $40 OBO.
348.5158
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
188
Mercury Topaz,
2
doors, red colo r.
Runs
good . $500 345 - 0786.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

A TT ENT I ON ALL GRAD UATING
SENIORS !
If
you are inte r ested in a
yea r book of you r sen io r yea r , and are not
su r e how to p i ck it up .
come to the Student
Pub l icat i ons
office,
room
1802
Buzza r d
Ha ll, and for on l y $4
we w i ll mai l you a copy
in the F all when they
a r e pub l ished.
Ca ll
581 - 2812
for
more
informatio n .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.515

5 BR house 1/ 2 block to union. 1
block to Old Main. $190/mo. or 4
students @ $225/mo. Garage.
w/d available. 276-6021 day 3452038 evening.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.515

1 BR apts. $275-$300. Furnished.
great for grad. student. 276-6021
days 345-2038 evenings
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
Vaughn Victorian 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments and houses. Modem
comfort old world charm. 345-4714
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
Female tenants needed for quiet
1&2 BR apts. Very unique. sun
deck. antique floors. Too much to
list. Call 348.0819. leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
ONE BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN!!!
2&3 BR apts. LIKE NEW!! W/D.
Call 549.1521
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
For rent. remodeled 2 & 3 BR
apts. W/D. 10 mo lease,
$175/person. 549-1521
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
912 Division. Nice 3 BR house.
$570 rent. $570 deposit. Trash
incl. 217-932-2910.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
Homes for fall 3.4,5 BR W/O, CIA.
trash paid, within 2 blocks of
campus 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
Nice home, 4 girls, for fall. W/D.
C/A, OW trash paid, close to
campus. 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
Renting Rooms for fall. Utilities
paid. 1/2 block from campus.
345 -3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
GREAT LOCATION: NINTH/LINCOLN ONE, 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.515

FALL RENTAL 4 BEDROOM
HOUSE, 2 BATH. NEW CONSTRUCTION. 3 BLOCKS FROM

4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C &
WI D. 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
_ _ __ _ _ __ __ 00
2 BR apt ccrnpletely furnished reMj
remodeled. no pets. trash & water furnished. $235 per student. 235-0405.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o
.
o

Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Properties has clean 3 BR homes
& townhouses available beginning June 1st. All partially or fully
furnished
&
close
to
campus.restaurants/ shopping.
PETS
CONSIDERED.
Call
512.9341 days or 345.6370
evenings. Leave Message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
STILL SMELL THE NEW CONSTRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w/ stove, refrig.
micro. dishwasher. washer/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/single. $275
ea/ 2
adults.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BLOCKS FROM EIU @ 2001 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Furn.@$435/single, $500/2
adults.
Unfurn.@$395/ single,
$460/2 adults. Stove, refrig. micro,
laundry room. Trash paid. 3487746. www.charlestonilapts.com
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Comfy. large 2 BR house. All
rooms with DSL. cable, phone
j acks. New A/C, furnace. and
dishwasher. W/D. trash/mowing
included. Nice yard. 24/7 maint.
10-12 month appliances and windows. Low utilities. Off-street
parking . Steel doors with deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Two 2001 Honda Elite SR scooters, Model SA50. Very low miles.
$1400 each OBO Call 345-4171

Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL. cable. phone jacks. All new
appliances and windows. Covered
front porch. New A/C and furnace.
Low utilities. Trash and mowing
included. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24-7 maint. 10-12 mo/lease. 4 min
to EIU. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ROOMMATES

LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
with NEW DSL. cable. phone
jacks and fans. W/D, CIA, furnaces, dishwasher. refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
2417 maint. 10-12 mo/lease. 4 min
to EIU. mowing and trash included. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CLOSE TO SHOPPING! 1305
18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove,
refrig. micro. laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/ single. $460/2
adults. Trash included. 348 -7746
www.charlestonilapts.com
- - - - - - - - - - 00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON.
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
OSI/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161 .
- - -- - - -- - - 00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.

HUGE 4 BR house with BIG closets! 3 new baths, all rooms with
DSL. cable. phone j acks and
fans. New W/O, A/C, 2417 maint.
10-12 mo/lease/ All new windows, off-street lighted parking.
Great front porch and deadbolts
on doors! 4 minutes to EIU.
Mowing and trash included.
JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Leasingsummer for10-12month.
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts. furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581 -7729 or
345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
$299 INCLUDES GAS, WATER.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
1985 Buick Skylark, Clean 4 Dr
Sedan. $800. Call 345. 7609 after
5:30pm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Looking for 1 roommate, 3 BR
apartment close to campus,
$285/month. Call Jamie 348-6727
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Female Roommate needed for 3
BR unfurnished. new apt.
Call
$275/person/month.
348.1840 or 345.7579
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5/5
wanted,
Roommat es
$295/month.
Call
Lindsey
348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

SUBLESSORS
Female sublessor needed for village point apartment. Available
Aug. -June $240/month. Call 5818057

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

868-5610

BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1.2.3
BROFF-STREET PARKING. OFFICE
345-12660R549-6215
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
Close to campus. 5 BR house.
AIC. WI D. low utilities 1/ 2 block
to student rec center. 2 blocks to
Old Main. Trash paid. $225/person. 348-0614
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
4 BR house now available for 3-4
people. good parking, patio. $225
each. 731 4th street 897-6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5

w i r i ng . ce n tral ai r. ce i ling
fans. cable / phone j acks,
24/7 ma i nt . 10 or 11 1 / 2
mon th lease, W/ D, newer
appliances . Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Newly r ecarpeted, 1 , 2, 3
BR apts on campus. Ca ll
Lindsay at 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4
BR houses. Within walking distance of Eastern. Call 345.2467
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00

oo

ABOVE MOM'S. DAVE 345.2171 .
9-11AM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 03 - 2 BR FURN APT
$235 ea. 10 mo. lease . NO
PE TS. 345 - 5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

-SElTS_l_N_
G_ER--A-PT_S_1_6_1_
1 -9TH
STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
GARBAGEFURNISHED.9MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. CALL345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts. low
utilities. New carpet and new fur niture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
_ _ __ _ _ __ __ 00

FOR SALE
Two 10' MTX sub woofers. Sony
amp. and MTX box. $300 OBO all
excellent condition. Call 581-8090
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event ...

F ree fur n i t ure . 2 couch es and love seat. Need
to get rid of by May
3 1 st. Call 512 - 0356

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5/5
Sublessor needed for June and
July! 1 or 2 BR. behind Buzzard.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 512

Call 345-3092
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Sublessor needed. 3 BR apt
across from campus. $610/month
OBO. Laundry on site, dishwasher. Call 345-0687
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
Summer sublessor needed. Very
nice, furnished 1 BR. Call 3487037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

s EQ uI TuR

Don't Get Stuck in
the Dog Housel
•

a> Help your business

"'

JBJL(Q)$$@M
581-2816

ADVERTISE
N0 N

Check out djleemichaels.com and
mixmasterthrowdown.com for
VIP access to Chicago's hottest
night clubs featuring DJ SPEED.
DAN MORRELL AND LEE
MICHAELS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
djleemichaels.com. mixmas t er throw down . com ,
djleemichaels.com , mixmas t e r throw dow n . com ,
djleemichaels.com, mi xmaste rth rowdown.com .
THE
CH ICAGO NIGH TLIFE ALL
SUMMER LONG!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
ATTENTION AL L GRADUATING S ENIORS ! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
your senio r year. and are
not sure how to pick it up.
come
to
t he
Student
Publ icat ions office. room
1802 Bu zza rd Ha ll. and for
only $4 we will mail you a
copy in t h e Fall whe n they
are published .
Call 581 281 2 for more i nformation .
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 00

Sublessor needed for brand new
apartment. Across from Carmen
Hall. 4 bedroom with 1 bedroom
available for 1-2 people. August
1- July. 217-728-7849.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Advertise Yotr Business Today!
581·2816
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. The Best Features:
• washer/dryer
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•deck
• dishwasher
• DSUphone/cable jacks
• new carpet & vinyl

. The Best Deal:

•rent from $188/person
• low electric avgs.
•ample free parking .~-~*~•trash paid
Jim wood. R•altor
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BY AARON MC GRUDER

YOU llEARll 1HE LATEST
FROM IRAQ?

WELL. FOR STARltRS. YOUR
OOMS IS SO STUPID SllE

SITS ON 1HE Tu.E'llSJON ANP
WATCflES 1HE COU<ll.
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SOFTBALL

One win to get in

+ Eastern needs one win to earn a berth in the OVC Tournament
By Matt Williams

SPORTS EDITOR

One win and they're in.

The Panther softball team needs to take at

STEPHEN HAAS/ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Senior catcher Kristin Darnell throws to second
base in a game against Ohio Valley Conference
leader Tennessee Tech. Darnell has committed just
one error in 39 games this season. She also leads
the team in walks with 23 and on base percentage,
.342.

Low:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Minchin started the tournament shooting an 86 but finished
with rounds of 76 and 77 to earn a
spot on the All-Tournament team
and All-OVC honors with
Frederick.
"Amanda Minchin, after getting off to a slow start, showed
why she is one of the best golfers
in the OVC," Albaugh said.
Racers sophomore Lee-Ann

OVC Softball standings
ovc

17-3
11-6
12-8
Southeast Missouri 10-7
9-10
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
6-11
4-13
Morehead State
5-16
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin

Pace won the individual medalist
honors after posting a final round
74 to win by 11 strokes. Pace
started a stroke behind teammate
Stephanie Baskey, firing a fiveover-par 77 Monday. Pace, a
South African native, took over
the leader role with a 73 Tuesday,
and then fired a final round of 74
to win her fifth tournament of the
season. Fellow Racer Nikki
Orazine finished as the runner-up
while Baskey ended in third.
Austin Peay placed its name on

OVERALL
38-14
25-15
21-26
14-25
19-28
11-30
8-32
9-32

least one of the three games against Morehead
State in the final weekend of Ohio Valley
Conference play to secure a spot in the conference tournament.
"Basically Morehead needs to sweep us,•
Eastern head coach Lloydene Searle said. 'Tm
looking at taking care of it right in the first
game."
With senior pitcher Kristen Becker slotted
to start the first game, that goal may be attainable. Becker is coming off two straight shutout
victories and has had a week off to rest her
highly used right arm.
If Becker had her way, she wouldn't get to
rest her arm at all, but Searle is confident in
her entire pitching staff.
"Kristen came into my office after the
Austin Peay series and said, 'Coach, I can pitch
all three games,'" Searle said. "We have called
on other pitchers during the season that have
done well."
One of those pitchers Searle can now call on
isjuntor Tush Sanders. After being injured for
most of the season, Sanders returned to action
last week and put in a few innings of work.
Everything seems to be fitting into place

the championship trophy for a
third consecutive time as the
Governors won by 25 strokes.
Austin Peay became the first
team to claim back-to-back-toback OVC men's golf titles since
former
member
Middle
Tennessee won consecutive
crowns from 1994-96.
Eastern finished with a schoolbest fourth-place finish as junior
Kyle Maxwell finished as the
only Panther in the Top 10.
"I thought we played solid golf

nicely for the Panthers (11-30, 6-11).
"They had a good series with Austin Peay
and that's kind of our promise," Searle said.
"We are starting to peak and are starting to get
our bats going."
Morehead State (7-31 , 4-13) could not have
been scheduled any better as the Eagles have
the worst earned run average in the OVC with
5.05, more than an entire run higher than the
next team.
The Eastern bats are awake and playing the
Eagles could keep them that way if the
Panthers can make the tournament. Searle
said her team's full potential has still not been
reached.
"I still don't think you have seen all our
bats," Searle said. "We still have so much capability around our lineup."
Eastern will be led by last week's OVC
Player of the Week Kristin Lovering who went
8-for-13 with three home runs last week.
Senior outfielder lbni Orr is tops for the
Eagles, batting .343 on the season with 21
RBis.
Searle said with the last spot in the conference tournament at cost, Morehead will have
more than enough to be motivated about.
"It's also their senior day so they are going
to be competitive," Searle said. "They know
their task so they are going to come out fighting."

all three days," said Albaugh. "It
was a nice way to finish the
spring season after a slow start."
Eastern senior Dave Rella was
never a factor in his final collegiate event as the Canadian
native finished with a 12-over-par
score placing him in 16th place,
but 17 strokes behind the winner.
Austin Peay junior Matt
Gallant led wire-to-wire to finish
with a 5-under-par 211 to win the
event by three over Eastern
Kentucky
junior
Brandon

Brown.
Gallant won all three major
awards as the Governor earned
Player of the Year, All-OVC team
and All-Tournament honors.
Defending
champion
Tennessee State sophomore
Robert Dinwiddie failed to go
two-for-two
in
the
OVC
Tournament, and ended the event
at 10-over-par 226 and 15 strokes
behind Gallant. Dinwiddie did
achieve a Top-10 finish and AllOVC honors.

YO SENIORS!
If you want your yearbook sent home,

stop by the Student Publications office
in Buzzard and pay $5 to cover shipping.

Warbler
2003
eastern illinois university
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Schmitz, Eastern travel down familiar road

+ Schmitz said his team
knows what it takes to
make a late-season run
By Aaron Seidlitz

STA FF WR ITE R

Eastern coach Jim Schmitz has
been down this road before, and he
understands what his team has to
do to come out of the middle of the
pack In the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The Panthers have put themselves in position to be a force in
the conference standings by winning eight of their last 11 games.
The team is starting to play better
as the season has progressed, and
now the Panthers think they can
be more consistent against OVC
competition.
As the conference currently
stands, the Panthers are in sixth

place and are only 1 1/2 games
behind the first place team,
Tennessee Tech.
"One of the things we take pride
In is taking our mind off of the
standings and not getting caught
up in that situation," Schmitz said.
"We just have to try to win two out
of three games in the upcoming
series and then we will be sitting a
little prettier as the season ends.•
The Panthers (19-19, 6-5) start a
series against Austin Peay (19-2.31, 6-4-1), another team in the middle of the jumbled OVC. The
Governors are currently In second
place in the conference, not even a
full game behind Tennessee Tech.
Behind them there is a longjam at
third place with three teams tied,
and then the Panthers currently
stand in sixth place.
Austin Peay started the season
playing better than it currently is,
which gives Eastern an opportuni-

ty to win some games against a
team higher in the conference. In
the opening two series of conference play for the Governors, they
won one game and tied one against
Tennessee Tech. After that series,
Austin Peay swept Morehead State
and had started their conference
season with a 4-0-1 record.
Since then, the Governors have
lost two straight series and their
overall record has dropped below
.500.
"They have lost four of their
last six, but the key thing is that
they still are ahead of us in the
conference,• Schmitz said. "We
still have to come out fast in this
series and get a victory right
away."
One thing the Panthers may
struggle with this weekend will be
controlling Austin Peay on the
base paths. The Panthers have
committed 81 errors In .38 games

end," Mcinerney said. "He also had a personal best in the 800-meter. We got some
clarification (as to who solidified a roster
spot.)"
Although the Panthers have won the OVC
Outdoor Championship six years In a row,
Southeast Missour i State and Eastern
Kentucky wtll be formidable challengers.
Of the two schools, SEMO may be the best
of the bunch.
The Indians are a well-rounded team with
Jay Heddell and Brandon Myer in the shot
put and discus and Shelton Scott and David
Herman among the best in triple jump and
hurdles respectively.
Despite the strength of SEMO,
Mcinerney is very confident going Into the
weekend meet.
"I would say the men will be very
focused, · Mcinerney said. "We have good
seniors in the distance events and nice senior leadership. The key is to stay focused
and not take anything for granted."

Leg:
CO NTIN UED FROM PA GE 1 2

"Drake was a nice, good trip," Mcinerney
said. •Jarrod Macklin had a nice weekend
with three really good races and Kyle
O'Brien finished In eighth-place and his
time in the 5,000-meter was the 10th best alltime at Eastern."
The group that went to SIU was attempting to make a final claim to one of the 28 roster spots available for the conference team.
While it is yet to be known who makes the
final cut, distance runner Zach Fairfield did
all he could to show he belongs. The freshman ran the 1,500-meter in .3:55.20 which put
him In fifth-place. He followed that performance with a fourth-place time of
1:54.89 In the 800-meter.
"Zach Fairfield had a rough time in the
1,500-meter in the beginning of the year but
he busted through (in the event) this week-

LAST WEEK TO PURCHASE KRISPY KREME DOUGHNUTS

Thursday, May 8, 2003

THE UNIVERSITY UN ION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT! !!

Place your orders early!!!
CH ECK OUT OU R GREAT LOW PRICES

$5.COper Dozen ~
$2_so 11z Dozen
$ .45 Single Donut

orders can be placed by calling 581·3616.

These rorders murt be pltked u:p before noon on Thursday.

On the women's side, head coach Mary
Wallace wtll bring a solid group to Nashville
hoping to gamer an OVC title. Wallace said
the Panthers are coming off a superb meet
at Drake and the team will go into the OVC
Championship on a good note.
"The group that went to Drake had strong
outstanding performances," Wallace said.
"We're going into the OVC with a lot of positives and a good head of steam.•
One of those positives is sophomore
sprinter Alicia Harris. The speedster has
led the Panthers all season long while competing In various events ranging from the
100-meter to the 4x400-meter relay. This
will not be a change this weekend as Harris
runs in three events this weekend.
"Alicia is going to focus on the 200-meter,
400-meter and a relay,· Wallace said.
Harris will hope to get help from junior
pole vaulter Mary Wood. The Lincoln native
won the pole vault competition at the SIU
meet with a vault of 10 feet six Inches. Wood

"The rewards of the
journey far outweigh
the risk of leaving the
harbor "
-Augustine

Study Abroad
Contact
Allison Witt @
581-3390

:~1:fls
sour?

this season, and at some points, the
defense has been the Achilles heel
of the team.
"I think the key to them (Austin
Peay) is that they run a little
more," Schmitz said. "EKU had
one really good base stealer, but
Austin Peay will hit and run more
and just put pressure on our
defense."
Because of this, more responsibility will be on the shoulders of
the Panthers' pitching staff and
catchers. Both will have to control
the base paths and make sure
Austin Peay does not have too
much of an edge against Eastern's
defense.
Starting with this series against
Austin Peay, the opportunities to
gain ground in the OVC are
becoming limited for Eastern.
However, the team understands
how to deal with the situation it is
currently In.
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4'0 Clock Club
Edge Party
$1.50 Coors Light
Bottles
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ovc

Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay

OVERALL

7-4

20-20

6-4-1

19-23-1
22-15

Southeast M issouri

6-5

Eastern Kentucky

6-5

19-19

Mi.ray State

6-5

17-21

6-6
4-8
3-7-1

21-21

Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin

13-25
14-22-1
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holds the Eastern record in the pole vault
when she vaulted over 10 feet 10 Inches at
the Kansas Relays on April 18.
With performances like Harris' and
Wood's it's understandable why Wallace is
confident
going
into
the
OVC
Championship.
"The women are doing a good job,"
Wallace said. "They started slow, but now
are coming together."
Like on the men's side, SEMO will be a
challenger for the OVC women's title.
Wallace also believes Tennessee State could
be on top of the standings after the final
event is completed.
"Southeast Missourt State presents a fundamental challenge,• Wallace said. "They
have a lot of quality athletes.•
If the Otahkians falter, look for the Tigers
of Tennessee State to be In the running.
"Tennessee State has a lot of proven competitors that are ready to compete,• Wallace
said.
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Track at OVC Tournament
Softball at Morehead State (2)
Baseball at Austin Peay (2)

All day
Noon
2

p.m.
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TRACK & FIELD

Panthers ready for final leg of season
By Michael Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Senior thrower Sandra Hussey practices throwing the javelin April 3. Hussey finished third at Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville Twilight meet. Hussey placed third in conference her sophomore year and fourth he junior year.

SEE LEG •

+ Men~

women's squads post best finishes ever at OVC Championships

By Matthew Stevens
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern's golf squads both achieved their highest
flnishes in school history at the 2003 Ohio Valley
Conference Championships.
Eastern ended the first day in fourth place but was
able to leapfrog Austin Peay and Eastern Kentucky to
flnish as OVC runner-up.
The Eastern women's team coasted to a second-place

finish as the Panthers ended the 54-hole event with a
team score of 971, which was 17 strokes ahead of
Austin Peay. The Panthers got solid performances
from Junior Amanda Min chin who posted a 23-over-par
239, which placed her in fourth individually.
Sophomore Dale Morris and senior 'fyra Frederick
also placed in the Thp 10.
"As a team we were happy with the second-place finish after getting off to a bad start. We played two solid
rounds to solidify second place, our best-ever conference flnish," Eastern head coach Jay Albaugh said.
SEE LOW

+ Page 10

Page 11

0

GOLF

How low can Eastern go?

With its under card all completed, the Eastern
men's and women's track and field teams will now
prepare for the main event.
That event will take place Friday on an oval
about a quarter of a mile long In Nashville, Tenn.,
and If the regular season Is any Indication, the
Panthers can't wait to sink the rest of the Ohio
Valley Conference competition.
The OVC Championship will begin at 4 p.m.
Friday and conclude Saturday evening.
Both the men and women will go Into the OVC
championship on a positive note after competing
last weekend at the Drake Relays in Iowa and the
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
1\vilight.
The Drake Relays were the equivalent of an allstar meet and despite facing some of the top
competition from the Big 12, Big Ten and Pac-10,
the Panthers were near the top of the leaderboard
in their respective events.
Leading the charge for the Panthers was senior
sprinter Jarrod Macklin, who finished in a tie for
seventh-place in the 400-meters with a time of
46.65 seconds. Macklln's time was just over a second off the winning time of 45. 16 turned in by
Mitch Potter of Minnesota.
Macklin wasn 't the only Panther to shine in the
Volunteer state. Fellow senior Jermaine Jones
had a strong showing in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 52.51, which placed him sixth overall.
Kyle O'Brien, who is an NCAA Championship
provisional qualifier in the 10,000-meter, showed
his versatility by finishing eighth in the shorter
5,000-meter run.
Assistant coach John Mcinerney was pleased
by the performers who made the trip to Iowa for
the tune-up meet.

lOUC
OHIO VALLEY

CONFERE 'ff E

Men's OVC
Championship Results
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky

291-287·296- 874
296-290-303 - 889

306-295-305 - 906
Eastern Illinois
307-301-305 -913
309-302-311 - 922
Tennessee State
315-304-307 - 926
Tennessee Tech
309-317-302 -928
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri 316-304-309 - 929
304-323-309 - 936
Tennessee-Martin
Murray State

Women'sOVC
Championship Results
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

316-309-307 - 932
335-312-324 - 971
335-330-322 - 987
331-327-332- 990
336-330-334 - 1000
404-401 -421 - 1226

ALL-OVC TEAM
Tyra Frederick, Sr.. Eastern Illinois
lee-Anne Pace. So., Murray State
Julie Smith. Jr., Tennessee Tech
Stephanie Baskey, Sr., Murray State
Leah Larkin, So. Eastern Kentucky
Amanda Minchin, Jr.. Eastern Illinois

A no-punches-pulled look at Eastern and national sports

Saluting and/or griping at the countless underdogs of Eastern athletics

I've seen some seniors come
through this place and use this
space to write a long, sapinfested column about how they
were grateful to cover Eastern
sports. Other DEN staffers
write about how they were
grateful to cover the athletes
hidden behind the nooks and
crannies of this bagel-bound
corner of central Illinois.
That's not my style.
I'm grateful to have the
opportunity to cover Panther
athletics, but I earned it. I'm
thankful for many of the people
In the athletic department. But
why focus on them? They know
who they are.
To have success after attending Eastern is to be an underdog. Employers pick graduates
who attended the University of
Illinois and Northwestern and
figure they know what they'll
get. No doubt some uncertainty
exists when an employer hires
an Eastern grad, simply
because the employer might

SO THERE!
Nate Bloomquist

SENIOR WRITER

not know the school.
That's their loss.
Here's my salute and/or gripe
go to the countless underdogs
on campus.
+Jan Thompson: He'll forever be known as Eastern's man
with the golden 2-foot shooting
touch. After all, he drained the
two-footer sealing Eastern's
status as a 2001 NCAA
Tournament team, err, wait,
that was a goaltending call.
Would the shot have fallen?
We'll never know, but we do
know Thompson carries the
ability to set a pick on his mom
and Panther fans should always
love him for that. He has the
ability to always carry great
position near the hoop. In other
words, he stands around a lot.
+ Bob Spoo and Rick

nationally-recognized
Samuels: These two
come from the same
players show us.
type of cloth. Both are
College players are no
old-guard coaches who
different as the letters
turn not-qUlte-readyto the editor page roufor-the-big-tlme
tinely shows.
prospects into key
+Women's basketplayers each year at
ball: Director of
the blink of an eye.
Athletics Rich
McDuffie said the athAs long as they can
Linda Wunder
letic department would
keep a core of young
assistant coaches
"How many wins
look into spending
around who can stay in could've come if more money on the
Wunda- wasn't
touch with today's
Panther basketball prostyle of players, they'll here?"
grams.
If he knows what's
be at Eastern for as
good for the sports, he'll spend
long as health will allow.
+ Athletes who don't make
the money to find a better
women's basketball coach. In
Page 12: Only so many issues
her tenure at Eastern, Linda
come out each year and
because Eastern fields enough
Wunder did nothing but show
sports to make the Goodwill
she was past her prime.
The team's biggest problem
Games blush, the DEN staff
Is motivation. It can't play in
can only put so many out front.
the second half and struggles to
Keep griping about lack of
coverage because everyone
hold the lead in the first. Look
no further than Wunder for
knows that's why athletes play
the games - for media attenblame.
tion. Or at least, that's what
Spend the money and don't

miss out on wondering how
many wins could've come if
Wunder wasn't here.
+ Oh Henry and Tony Romo:
Don't screw up.
If both overcome all the odds
only to wind up in a police blotter or Atlanta strip club controversy, Eastern's reputation
would be damaged beyond
repair. Hopefully the two talented, strong character-type
guys realize they carry more
than their own future when
they parlay their talent to the
professional level.
Superstars from Eastern are
a different kind than anywhere
else In the nation. A great player from Eastern must have a
great work ethic. Nothing gets
handed out to them the way a
blue-chip athlete gets prime
treatment at a top college.
Domercant and Romo had
better not lose sight of what
got them to where they are. To
do that would be a death sentence.

REVIEW THIS

Identity

ON TH E VERGE OF THE WEEKEND
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Slasher mystery contains elements of
"Pschyo" and an all-star cast.

**
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CELEBRATION!
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DA N
CREWS /CO LLEGE OF ARTS AND
HUMANITIES PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT

Celebration performers clockwise
from top left: the Champaign-Urbana
based rockabilly trio, Jakehead,
appearing Friday on the Library Quad
stage. Sand sculptor, Ray Wirick will
be creating his unique brand of artwork Friday in the Library Quad.
Jimmy Buffett tribute band Boat
Drunks will wrap up the festival
Sunday on the Library Quad stage and
Roscoe Onnan, best known for his
work on Seasme Street as Gordon will
make two appearances Saturday at
Buzzard Hall auditorium.

__J;._

+ Eastern's annual spring bash features a weekend packed full
of live music, artists, dance troupes, theater and much more

by Kelly McCabe

ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR

Celebration, the 26th annual
festival of the arts, will be taking
place all weekend. The event features music, food, and arts. The
festival starts Friday afternoon
and a majority of the events will
take place in the Library Quad.
The festival aims to attract
about 10,000 visitors over the
weekend, and they usually get 812,000 festival-goers.
Multiple food vendors will be on
hand dishing out "all your festival
favorites" and such ethinic foods
as Greek, Mexican and Asian, said
Dan Crews, publicity director for
the college of arts and humanities.
Saturday and Sunday will feature an art festival that hosts vendors that sell their art.

"We will have 40 art vendors
selling jewelry, paintings, pottery
and sculptures," said Crews.
There will also be demonstrations with everything from pottery wheels to glass blowers.

Friday

The musical performances kick
off Friday at noon as the EIU Jazz
Lab Band will be playing on the
Quad Stage. The whole weekend
will feature numerous musical
acts, most of them are local, said
Crews.
Sand sculptor Ray Wirick will
also be on hand at this time near
the Fine Arts Center.
The Idle Hours will then take
the stage at 1:15. The band features Eastern student Dan
McCabe and they draw on such
influences as The Beatles,

THE FAVORITE FIVE
Ben Turner and Ben Erwin confess thier top five guilty pleasure
songs.

•

Page 28

Radiohead, and The Greatful
Dead to craft their jam influenced sound.
Edison's Medicine, a four-piece
that plays originals as well as covers by bands such as Green Day
and Red Hot Chili Peppers, will
play at 2:15. The band has previously played at Earthfest In April.
Comedy group of Eastern students Hello Dali will be entertaining crowds with their sketches
and jokes in between musical acts
from 2-4 p.m near the Quad Stage.
Up next is Green Jenkins,
recently named best band in
Coles County. They will perform
their unique brand of rock 'n roll
at 3:15. Featuring Eastern students
Ryan
Groff, Dave
Christensen
and
Waylon
Schroeder and Charleston resident Jim Standerfer. In a prevl-

ous Issue of the Verge,
Christensen said the band is
acoustic rock but "more towards
the rock side."
Mighty Road Kings, of Coles
County, will take the stage after
Green Jenkins to display their
blues rock style.
Rock 'n roll with a twang,
Champaign-Urbana's Jakehead
will rock the crowd with their
rockabilly style at 6 p.m.
Next up Is the EIU Percussion
Ensemble performing in McAfee
Gymnasium at 7:30. The ensemble will be performing a tribute to
composer Tom Gauger.
Switching gears, Charleston
High School will be showing Its
production of the musical "Guys
and Dolls" at 7:30 in the
Charleston High School Swickard
Auditorium.

Saturday
By Amber Jenne
Jennifer Stoops
Samantha Rapp

STAFF WR ITERS

Saturday's events begin to
unfold with the EIU Jazz Lab Band
T h e
playing at 10 a.m.
Unity Gospel Choir will take their
place on stage at 11:15 a.m.
At 11:30 a.m., Eastern's
Children's Theatre Tour will present the classic fairy tale of the girl
with the long locks, "Rapunzel and
the Witch."
Also at this time, the 98.6
Fahrenheit Dance Company, a
group of dancers specializing in
choreography, will present an
SEE CELEBRATION •
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ALBUM REVIEWS

CONCERT CALENDAR

Jeff Pezzati brings his current project, The Bomb, back
to Char leston.

News releases from Godsmack,
Supersuckers, Sahara Hotnights, The
Flaming Lips and Widespread Panic.

•

G Lee and Jet Blonde, Deuce, The
Idle Hours, The Mattes and X-Krush
are all making appearances this
weekend.

Pages68 & 78

THE BOMB
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•
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THE FAVORITE FIVE

Guilty pleasure songs
There are always certain songs that you
love, but you try your damnedest not to ever
admit it to anyone. The Verge staff shows
bravery in admitting theirs.

Ben Erwin
Editorial Page
editor

He is also a
junior journalism
major.
Contact him at benerwin®hotmaiLcom

Ben Turner

Senior writer
He is also a
junior journalism
major.
Contact him at elginben@hotmaiLcom

5. The Beatles "Yellow Submarine" Although touted by many as the greatest
rock band ever, I'm a bit less than proud to
say "Yellow Submarine" is my favorite of
any Beatles classic. And while some would
say a Beatles song couldn't possibly constitute a guilty pleasure, any tune about large
saffron barbiturates from the 70s certainly
doesn't represent the majesty of John and
Paul's ability as songwriters. If any further
proof Is needed, the simple fact the group let
Ringo sing lead doesn't bode well for the
tune. Let the Indulgent wankers have the
white album, or give "Meet the Beatles" to
the teeny boppers, but "Yellow Submarine"
always evokes a deeply seeded desire to sing
along from me.
4. Devo "Whip It" - Devo is quite possibly
the greatest band to have emerged from the
post punk/new wave scene of the early 80s
and the group never quite garnered musical
respect from anyone other than music nerds
and Moog buffs. With "Whip It," the group
was thrust into the limelight and was subsequently never heard from again. Known
more now for its campy video than Its infectious hook, "Whip It" Is the common denominator for any music fan as its quirky lyrics
and infectious groove simply can't be resisted.
3. Nelly "Air Force Ones" - Contrary to
what many will say, the majority of rap
heard across the country Is Ignorant tripe
spewed forth by equally imbecilic men
coughing in ebonies over pricey samples.
And while a rare few have risen the art form
to prominence, most rappers are blithely
content to wallow in the crapulence of ice
and Bentleys while vainly attempting laughable bravado. "Air Force Ones" is a guilty
pleasure because It's a tune by a bunch of
supposedly hardcore guys from "The Lou"
rapping about shoes of all things. I mean, If
artists rap about Glocks and murder It's
laughable but fascinating, but this ode to
shoes Is the greatest footwear anthem since
Run DMC's "My Adidas."
2. Oasis MRockin' Chair" - Call them the
poor man's Beatles if you must, but the
brawling, loutish Gallagher brothers have
been known to craft some of the catchiest
tunes this side of Glen Ballard. Any Oasis
song could rightfully be considered a guilty
pleasure, and one of their hits may prove a
more appropriate choice, but this is one of
the simplest, sappiest and best tracks the
group has ever crafted. Saccharin in Its
delivery and carried by simple strumming,
this is one of the first songs I ever learned to
strum on guitar and consistently makes me
wince and smile simultaneously.
1. Dropkick Murphys ''Barroom Hero"This tune will always be accompanied by
both glee and sorrow for me. I became
acquainted with my friend John during a
production of "Brigadoon" during high
school, and it was hearing him play bagpipes
along to Slayer classics that brought us
together and made him one of my closest
friends. He was responsible for introducing
me to the Murphys and "Hero" was his
favorite drinking song. After he was diagnosed with Cancer, he requested his friends
throw a party in his honor rather than
mourn. And when he succumbed to the disease this past January, this posthumously
became his anthem.

Turner's pies:

5. J ets to Brazil "Sweet Avenue" - Without
a doubt the slowest and most heart-felt song
on Jets debut album "Orange Rhyming
Dictionary.•
J ets
frontman
Blake
Schwartzenbach has closed sets with this
song featuring only his vocals and a keyboard accompaniment. While most of
"Orange Rhyming Dictionary" is full of Jets'
customary crunch and pacing building up to

New music on WEIU FM 88.9

Rock (5-9 p.m. daily)
+ Ten Grand - This is the Way to Rule
+ Mates of State - My Solo Project
+ The Explosion - Sick of Modem Art
+ Colossal - SIT EP
Panther Baseball is on WEIU FM 88.9
+ Wednesday at 6:30 Panthers versus the Fighting
Illini from live from Chamapaign
+ Sunday May 11 at 1 p.m. Panthers versus the OVC
leading Golden Eagles ofTunnessee Tech
+ Kick off party for the student audio channel, The
Edge, Friday 4 p.m. at Stix. All ages. Games, prizes,
music and more.
Staff
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songs ending in an intense fashion, "Sweet
Avenue" is slow and romantic. VH-1 would
call it a makeout song on their "I Love the
'80s" series. All that said, "Sweet Avenue"
makes my list because of the line "Now all
these tastes improve through the view that
comes with you,• which has inspired me to
tell someone how I feel on more than one
occasion.
4. Willie Nelson "Angel Flying to Close to
the Grow1d" - Another slow and heartfelt
ballad, but this one comes from one of the
most prolific song writers of the second half
of last century. I was first exposed to this
song during Spring Break of my junior year
in college, when my dad requested that my
sister and I accompany him to a funeral in
Wisconsin. The man who had passed away
taught my dad how to fly an airplane and
was the best man at my parents wedding. He
was well respected throughout the aviation
community in the Midwest and ran a small
airport about twenty miles from Madison.
They played this song at the service and
although I couldn't remember the last time I
had spoken to him because I was probably
about five, the song brought to tears to my
eyes. I'm sure they play "Angel" at numerous funerals for pilots but this was the first
I had been to and the song really hit home
when I thought about the man's life we were
honoring and all he had done for people like
my dad.
3. TLC "Waterfalls" - T-Boz, Left Eye and
Chill had already established themselves as
one of the most popular R&B acts in the
country prior to the release of their second
album, 1994's "Crazysexycool." "Waterfalls"
was the trio's second single from the album
and told the story of what can happen to
your body Ifyou don't take care of it. Despite
Westside Connection using the famous chorus on their album "Bow Down," replacing
lakes and rivers with slang for parts of the
male reproductive system, I always liked
"Waterfalls" because, unlike many other pop
numbers, the song had something to say.
Throw in a cool video that stressed the individual story lines and had "Terminator 2" T1000-esqe graphics and you have yourself a
maverick in the world of pop music.
Unfortunately their follow-up was "No
Scrubs" perhaps the most annoying song
during my senior of high school.
2. Blackstreet ''No Diggity" - It's sophomore year of high school and most of my
friends are starting to get their licenses.
Driving around with nothing better to do is
fun simply because you can. While there are
quite a few songs that remind me of this
time in my life, none is more of a guilty
pleasure than "No Diggity." While I'm not
really a fan of mainstream R&B or dance
numbers at this point in my life, Teddy Riley
and company really hooked me with this
catchy track. Even the video featuring the
mini Penny Hardaway doll (remember him
from the Nike commercials when Hardaway
was still a up-and-coming star in the NBA)
was cool.
1. Fastball "The Way" - Perhaps the ugliest band to get overplayed by mainstream
radio during the Summer of '99. I had just
graduated high school and would head to
Charleston that fall. I was working at the
local family owned photo hut and the woman
who developed and printed the photos was
always listening to 101.9, The Mix. As many
of you from the Chicagoland area know, The
Mix is an adult contemporary station and
they played the hell out of the "The Way"
that summer. I heard "The Way" so many
times I actually began to like the song, especially the verse about your road being paved
in gold. At night I had nothing better to do
than go out, smoke up and try to get someone
to buy us beer. Now as I count down my final
days of college, I sometimes wish I could be
that carefree again and "The Way" is one of
those songs that brings back all those memories of that carefree summer.
The Favorite Five will be back next
August, stay tuned.

Top albums in sales at Positively Fourth Street
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Records for the week of April 22 - April 28
1. Linkin Park - Meteora
2. 50 Cent - Get Rich or Die Tryin'
3. R Kelly - Chocolate Factory
4. White Stripes - Elephant
5. Ben Harper - Diamonds on the Inside
6. Godsmack-Faceless
7. Audioslave - SIT
8. Sean Paul-Dutty Rock
9. 50 Cent-The New Breed
10. Live from Bonnaroo Volume 2

aa cuo.s.ions"

Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Plush

-Mirrors -Gift Certificates
-Picture Lights
-Home Accents
-Canvas Transfers
-Posters & Originals
-Natural Florals
-Limited Edition Prints
-Custom Framing
917 Broadway Mattoon (217) 235-3939 Mon - Sat 10 - 5
www.finaltouch alle .com
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Chicago punk-rock icon to make return to town with The Bomb

Friends & Co. will host the
return of a Chicago punk rock
Icon Saturday night when Jeff
Pezzati brings his current project, The Bomb, back to
Charleston.
Pezzatl fronted the Chicago
punk rock pioneers Naked
Raygun for much of the '80s and
early '90s. Pezzatl, along with
Raygun guitarist John Haggerty,
were arguably the two most
Influential post-punk musicians
In Chicago during the band's run.
The Bomb took shape before
Pezzati's fledgling record label,
Jettlsion Music (which Is named
after Raygun's 1988 album),
became a reality. Forming In the
late '90s, the band was originally
a three piece with John Maxwell
on guitar, Paul Garcia on drums
and backing vocals and Pezzatl
allegedly playing bass for the
first time since his short stint
with fellow Chicago punk legends
Big Black. Garcia and Albini
have been friends for some time.
That lineup recorded both its
releases " ...Arming," an EP and
its full-length "Torch Songs" with
Chicago producer Steve Albini.
Pezzati and Albini have both been
prominent figures in the Chicago
music scene for sometime, also
becoming friends along the way.

The Bomb's current lineup has
Pezzatl handing over his bass
responsibilities to Steve Custer
and Jeff Dean, formerly of The
Story so Far, has replaced
Maxwell on guitar.
"I liked playing bass but our
live shows were kind of boring,"
Pezzatl said prior to the band's
previous
performance
in
November. "Now we're not tied
down as much with Steve taking
over on bass."
Pezzatl said that Custer writes
music essentially the same way
he does, so the transition has
been rather easy. Dean was chosen to take over for Maxwell
after the band tried out a few different guitarists. Like Custer,
Dean is always contributing to
the music making process.
"He writes a lot of music, but
his writing style is more like
Haggerty,• Pezzati added.
In the '90s, Naked Raygun
reunion shows weren't exactly
commonplace but the band did
get back together enough to pack
Chicago venues and keep the
band's legacy alive and well.
At the The Bomb's November
performance at Friends, numerous patrons called for Raygun
numbers like "Vanilla Blue," but
Pezzati told the audience Custer
and Dean didn't know that one
yet. Instead The Bomb performed a dead-on rendition of

One of the first things I wrote
during my senior year of high
school was a piece about how different the school looked from the
day I entered In the fall of '96 to the
current semester of the fall of '98.
My high school, Elgin-Larkin
High, had so many additions and
remodeling projects done to it during my four years that by the start
of my senior year the only thing
that was the same about Its Insides
was the actual directions of the
hallways.
One of the things my parents
liked better about Eastern compared to the other school I visited,
The Un!Versity of Missourt, was
that the reception building (Old
Main at the time) was the oldest
building, while the building I would
be spending the majority of my
time In (Buzzard) had just be renovated. Mizzou was the opposite.
Well, In the meantime Eastern
built Itself a spanking new reception center nowhere near campus,

and you know what - a lot of other
things are different now, too.
I never even entered Booth
Library until the spring of 2002.
McAfee was one of the library's
temporary homes and I don't recall
the exercise of finding resources
being very easy. Even though
Booth's reopening got pushed back
a couple times, the end result was
worth the wait. So for those of you
who are freshman and sophomores
and are sick of making trips to the
Art Park West or Village Theater
for classes and lab time, when the
Doudna Fine Arts Center is finished with Its face lift it will be
worth the current Inconvenience.
The Food Court was basically
non-existent when I got here In
August of '99. Chick-fll-a (which I
couldn't pronounce for the longest
time) and Subway would soon call
the Union home but In the meantime, there was no such thing as
dining dollars. The Union has also
seen the The Bookstore, Bowling

By Ben Turner
SENIOR WR ITE R

"Home of the Brave" from
Raygun's 1985 album "All Rise,•
to go along with about an hourlong set of Bomb originals.
The Matics accompanied The
Bomb to Charleston during its
last performance. The Southside
quartet actually has numerous
ties to The Arrivals.
As guitarist Pat Katovich put
it, the two bands literally drew
names from a hat to create the
two groups' current lineups.
Katovlch was a founding member
of The Arrivals with Isaac Tholtz
and Ronni Dicola. While what
would become The Matics featured Dave Merrimen, Dave
Kaktls, Jim Mertz and Brian Fee.
Mertz, Katovich and Fee then
joined forces. Bassist Jim Gentile
joined them and you have The
Matics current lineup.
The Matics were scheduled to
make an appearance last night at
The Fireside Bowl, where Dicola
was going to flll-ln on drums
because Fee Is currently in
Florida and may be headed to
New Orleans. Katovlch said he's
known Dicola since he was 14 and
he was confident Dicola would be
a capable substitute. If Dicola
chooses not to make the trip,
Katovlch said the band might
even perform songs acoustically
as a trio.
Because of the band's close relationship with The Arrivals, the

PHOTO COURTESY OF JETTISONMUSIC.COM

The Matics from left to right: Pat Katovich, Jim Mertz and Jim Gentile
split seven-Inch the two have been
planning makes sense. Katovlch
said The Matlcs have about a
dozen new songs written and each
band would most likely cover a
song of the other band on the split,
which will be released on Jettison
like the band's debut full-length
"Ignition."
The Matics also covered a
Naked Raygun tune during their
November performance. Pezzatl

provided the lead vocals for
"Entrapment," from Raygun's
1989 album "Understand." After
which Pezzati told the crowd, I'm
here to see The Mattes, providing
his label mates with a little more
confidence.
Katovich said The Matics continue to try and broaden their fan
base and make more contacts outside of the city of Chicago.
Doors at 10 p.m. with a $3 cover.

the new Health Service would
become the new neighbor of Kiehm
and Thomas Halls, more parking
was added southeast of the Thomas
Hall basketball and tennis courts.
When I was a freshman, the
ninth floor of Carman was vacant
and the third floor of Lawson was
all women. Now the ninth floor is
full and Fine Arts calls the third
floor a temporary home. The
Pemberton Hall dining center used
to serve food too, Including madeto-order omelets and reservatlononly dinners on the weekends.
Eastern's leadership Is different
too as Carol Surles stepped down as
president after a short tenure and
the man who probably should have
been hired Instead of her to begin
with, Lou Hencken, stepped In as
Interim president.
Hardee's and Long John Silver's
were open for business In the fall
of '99, but Boxa and The Mad
Hatter's Tea hadn't begun attracting customers at their Fourth and

Lincoln locations. Unfortunately,
the vacant How Y'all Are was still
an eyesore and most likely will
continue to be when I come back to
visit.
Students will always change, but
one thing about the students that
has definitely changed is the presence of the cell phone. During my
freshman year, perhaps a cell
phone would ring during class once
a semester, now it happens once a
day. Try counting on your fingers
how many people you see on any
given day talking on their cell
phone while walking around campus. You'll run out of fingers real
fast.
I'm sure there's many changes
I've forgotten like the new looks for
the baseball field and the DEN, but
In the end It's clear this campus will
continue to change as it continues
to compete with other state schools
for students. The question is will I
recognize the place when I come
back five, 10 or 15 years from now.

This school, it is a' changin'

Ben Turner
SEN IOR WRITE R

Alley and Lobby Shop (Panther
Pantry) remodeled. While the
Bowling Alley and Lobby Shop
were Improved, The bookstore
went from looking like It belonged
In The Union to appearing to be
more suited for the Cross County
Mall. Just to clarify, that's not a
good thing.
Always In a search for more
parking, the tennis courts behind
Weller Hall were sacrificed for an
all-staff lot. When word came that

eed money for
clothes?

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. 2nd

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.
New Carpet & Furniture • Central Air • Dishwasher
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"Full Service Hair and Nails"
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610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B

Great Location & Rent Rates
Ca ll 346-3583

Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make

NEED A REASON
TO SMILE?

Next to Art Park We st
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Come Worship at

Southside Church of Christ
Sunday: Bible Study - 9:30 am

Worship - 10:30 am
Evening Workshop - 6:00 pm

Midweek Service

Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326

Church Phone: 234-3702

11 00 17th St_ Mattoon

IL 61938

ADVERTISE ... ONE AD
IN THE DEN
CLASSIFIED WILL
MAKE $ FOR YOU!

Fri. 5/2
Sat.5 / 3
Sun.5 / 4
Fri . 519

G. Lee & Jet Blonde wi th Green Jenkins
Deuce
Ryan Groff &Wayland and Senn
5 6 Hope Road
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Creators have 'Identity' crisis when making fthn

Ryan Rinchiuso

SEN IOR WRITER

I have no idea how to feel about
"Identity." The movie was different, well acted and directed; yet,
somehow, the film felt empty and
non-involving.
In the desert of Nevada, a heavy
rain causes the roads to flood and
the phone lines to go down. Ten
people are on their way to various
places when the rainfall forces all
of them to take shelter in a run
down motel in the middle of
nowhere. Some of these people
are Ed (John Cusack), an ex-cop
now working as a limo driver for a
celebrity (Rebecca DeMornay);
Rhodes (Ray Liotta), a cop who is
escorting a violent prisoner {Jake
Busey) and Paris, a woman trying
to make it back to Florida. Of
course, all of these strangers have
secrets they are not telling and
when people start dying, everyone
ls a suspect.
This ls a rough sketch of the plot
and to reveal anything else will
give away the many plot twists in
the film. The twists and the sur-

prises while different, was where I
starting losing interest. Like
"Basic" a month before, "Identity"
has surprises that feel more
forced than anything else. The
first two-thirds of the film was
entertaining because although this
plot has been used before, the isolation and fear of no escape successfully makes for tense
moments.
The acting in the film was very
low-key and natural in a genre that
ls known for over-acting and
yelllng. John Cusack, while not
doing anything new with his performance, was well cast in the role
of the intelligent, calm, selfappolnted leader. Ray Liotta
again plays the hot-tempered character which ls always fun to watch.
Yet, the real surprise of the film
was Amanda Peet. Peet gives her
role a very human touch that ls not
common in suspense/slasher films.
While most characters in these
films are just meat to be led to the
slaughter, Peet makes you care a
little bit for her character.
With "Identity" and her great
performances in "Igby Goes

Down" and
the excellent
"Changing Lanes,• Peet might
have become an actress to watch
out for and has almost atoned for
her participation in the retched
"Whipped."
The twist that occurs with about
a third of the film left, definitely
took me out of the film. This twist
will either make the film or ruin It
for everyone, depending on their
taste, but there will be little middle
ground to be had.
I, myself, did not care for the
twist not because it didn't make
sense, because in the context of
the film it fits. The reason I did
not care for this plot twist was
because it made me not care about
any of the characters or what happens in the end. I believe that the
twist made the characters unimportant in the story.
After this point, I did not care
who lived and died or who the
killer was. I only watched the end
of the film to see how it played
out, hoping something would happen that would make me care
again.
While most of the time, people

'Sesame Street' character brings
nostal~ia to 2003 Celebration fest
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NEWS EDITOR

Roscoe Orman didn't get to
wear the bird suit.
Orman, who played Gordon,
not Big Bird, on "Sesame
Street,• will present two 30mlnute presentations Saturday.
The event ls part of the 26th
annual Celebration of Fine Arts
this Friday through Sunday.
Orman joined "Sesame Street"
in 1972 and has taken his character of Gordon to movies such as
"Follow That Bird" and "Elmo in
Grouchland. •
Gordon's character played the
SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

part of peacemaker on the children's shows, said Dan Crews,
publicity specialist with the
College of Arts and Humanities.
"He was always the one who
kind of solved all the problems.•
Orman will also take time for
meet and greet sessions with
children and parents following
the presentations.
The children's production last
year was the musical "The
Wizard of Oz," Crews said.
However, Orman's presentations are not just for kids.
"I think I even have a lot of
students here who still remember Gordon,• Crews said.
The event is sponsored by
WEIU-TV.

Orman is from New York City.
He started acting in the CircleSP
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Sarah Vetter

Tara Luter

Amber Grant

Theresa Ruse

Ginny Herrndobler

Amanda Malesky

Kristen Bruecker

Andrea Mitchell
Leah Thomas
Angie Jones

miss you!

Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...

~~~

~~~~~

left the theater uncaring and with
a feeling of emptiness because of
the film.
While making films that have
twists, not only do the creators
have to make it creative, they also
have to make the overall story
better and not worse.

Agent Cody Banks (PG)
6:45, 9:15
What A Girl Wants (PG)
7:00 9:30

GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) - When
tickets for the Dixie Chicks' summer
tour went on sale two months ago,
fans of the C0W1tty trto - riding high
with a best-selling. Grammy-winning
album - quickly snapped them up.
But the group's popularity has
taken a beating since lead singer
Natalie Maines made a negative
remark about President Bush, and
it remains unclear how the Tuxasbased band will be greeted as they
prepare to kick off their U.S. tour
Thursday, here in the heartofDixie.
Tickets for the 15,000-seat Bi-Lo
Center were sold out before
Maines' comments. However, a
radio host has pushed for fans here
to trade in their tickets for an antiChicks concert, and about 10 protesters milled outside the venue
before the main event.
Protesters carried sings saying
"The three French hens" and
"Nothing Dixie about these Chicks.•
The Dixie Chicks controversy

began when Maines told a London
audience March 10: "Just so you
know, we're ashamed the president
of the United States is from Texas."
The comment was made as war
was looming with Iraq, and Maines
later apologized.
However, sales of their album
"Home" have dropped sharply and
many country radio stations pulled
their music from their playlists. In
recent interviews, the trio has said
their lives, and the lives of their
families, have been threatened.

Maines "said something in another
rountty she shouldn't have said.• said
fuJg Gray, lead singer of the Marshall
Tucker Band, which ls performing at
Thursday's altemauve roncert. to be
held ~miles away in Spartanburg.

But some people, including
Bruce Springsteen, have come to
the group's defense, and even in
South Carolina, home of many flagwaving patriots, the group has
plenty of supporters.

AIRPOR T! STEAKHOUSE

"HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TENDERLOIN'
open from 7am-8pm all week
• Breakfast All Day • Burgers
• Homemade Pies • Beef Sandwiches
1410 Airport Road 243-9433

SP S P

Thank you for your dedication and friendship
Alpha Sigma Alpha recognizes our seniors.

We will

In-The-Square Theater. He
played the character of Gabriel
in the Broadway production of
"Fences.• He has held television
roles in "All my Children,•
"Sanford and Son," "Kojak" and
"Hard Times on Planet Earth.•
Orman's presentations will
run from 1 to 2 p.m. and are free
to the public.
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+ 125 club Sigma Phi Epsilon
+ 1 50 club Sigma Chi
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-Dan Crews

WU:i. ROGERS THEATRE

IM Champs
2 years and running

complain that there are no original or intelligent films out there, I
agree with this complaint but with
"Identity," I wished that the filmmakers would have taken the easier road and not been as creative.
Although the acting, premise,
setting and direction was good, I

Dixie Chicks face protest

"I think I even have a
lot of students here
who will remember
Gordon."

iJl:w.mlDwN, ~, •
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Ray Liotta, Jake Busey, J ohn C. McGinley and John Cusak in " Identity."
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Anger Management (PG-13)
5:15, 8:00, 10:20
Confidence (R)
5:00, 7:30
Holes (PG)
4:00, 6:45, 9:30
Identity (R)
4:30, 7:15, 9:40
Malibu's Most Wanted (PG-13)
2:00, 5:45, 8:15, 10:15
Real Cancun (R)
9:50
X2: X-Men United (PG-13)
3:45, 6:00, 7:00, 9:00, 10:00
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Park Place Apts ···

Come see our newly recarpeted apartments!

• Free Trash
• Parking

• Balconies
• Laundry Fae.

When location matters, call us!
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
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Kappa Delta

Would like to congratulate our

#1 football player

Mike Bujnak

for becoming out new sweetheart.
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Celebration:

Saturday and Sunday features an art sale

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

afternoon workshop for young dancers
in the Village T heatre, called Dance
Master-Class. The dancers will again
perform at 7:30 p.m. at the same location.
Members from The Jugglers Society
will be wandering around the festival at
noon, conducting mini-workshops on
how to juggle. The society is made up of
20 members, including college students,
community members and high school
students. The members plan to juggle
clubs, knives and devil sticks, and r ide
unicycles.
Spontaneous original performances by
Eastern's newest sketch comedy group,
Lunch Box Voodoo, will take place during
breaks from noon to 4 p.m.Three entertainers will perform at 1 p.m. at various
facillties.
Featuring the music of Czechoslovakia,
Spain and the South Pacific, the Eastern
Choral and Percussion Ensembles will play
in McAfee Auditorium.

Celebration's lineup
Friday

+ Bo Breda Solo Art Exhibition 10
a.m. Tarble Arts Center
+ Food Booths Open 11 :30 a.m.
Library Quad
+ EIU Jazz Lab Band Noon Quad
Stage
+ Art Demonstration Noon Library
Quad
+ The Idle Hours 1:15 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ Edison's Medicine 2:15 p.m.
Quad Stage
+ Hello Dali 2-4 p.m. Near Quad
Stage
+ Green Jenkins 3:15 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ Mighty Roadkings 4:15 p.m.
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Butchers Legs, a group of musicians,
will play old-time string music, while The
Magic of Andrew, a spontaneous magic
show, will feature comedy and illusions.
Andrew has been performing at
Celebration for three years. His acts
revolve around comedy, and he "likes to do
any tricks that make people laugh.•
With shows at 1 and 3 p.m. in Buzzard
Auditorium, The Roscoe Orman Children's
Show will feature the actor who plays
"Gordon" on PBS's Sesame Street. After
each show, there will be a meet and greet
session.
Medicated Goo, a band known for classic
and album rock, will perform at 2:30 p.m.
The band has played at local venues,
including the Uptowner and Friends and
Co. Playing folk, country, blues, pop and
rock, Motherlode, a trio of women, will perform at 4 p.m.
Also at 4 p.m. is the Collegiate Band
Concert, which will be held in McAfee
Auditorium.
Jammsammich, Peoria's premiere party
band, will play a psycho-mix-tape-stew of
horn funk, 70s disco, 80s retro and today's
hits at 5:30 p.m.
The Charleston High School will bring
you the musical comedy "Guys and Dolls,"
based upon the story and characters by

Quad Stage
+ Jakehead 6 p.m. Quad Stage
+ EIU Percussion Ensemble in
Concert 7:30 p.m. McAfee
Auditorium
+ Guys & Dolls 7:30 p.m.
Charleston High School Swickard
Auditorium

Saturday

+ Bo Breda Solo Art Exhibition 10
a.m. Tarble Arts Center
+ Art Fair 10 a.m. Library Quad
+ Jazz Lab Band 10 a.m. Quad
Stage
+ Food Booths Open 11 a.m.
Library Quad
+ Unity Gospel Choir 11 :15 a.m.
Quad Stage
+ Meet the Curator (Time

"I like to do any tricks that
make people laugh."
-Andrew (The Magic of Andrew)
Damon Runyon, at 7:30 p.m.
Kicking off Sunday, flutists from
Eastern's Music Department will perform
at 11 a.m.
At 12:15 p.m. the musical stylings of
Sally Weisenburg and the Famous
Sidemen, a five piece band from
Washington, I L, will perform jump blues
along with an exotic mixture of blues and
jazz. This band is currently promoting
their third album, "Homemade and Hot,•
written by Sally and her husband, Don
Berbaum.
Little Harps On the Prairie, an ensemble
of folk harpists from central Illinois that
play celtic and seasonal music, will perform at 2 p.m.
A group of five musical artists, Blue
Bus, will perform jazz, funk, rock and
fusion at 3:15 p.m.
Bringing the festivities to an end, the
central Illinois' official Jimmy Buffett
tribute band, Boat Drunks, will perform at 5 p.m.

Unknown)
+ Rapunzel and the Witch 11 :30
a.m. Quad Stage
+ Dance Master-Class 11 :30 a.m.
Village Theatre
+ The Jugglers Society Noon
Library Quad
+ Children's Art Activities Noon
East side of Library Quad
+ Lunch Box Voodoo Noon Library
Quad
+ Demonstrations Noon Northside
of Doudna and Union Bridge
Lounge
+ Multi-Cultural Concert 1 p.m.
McAfee Auditorium
+ Butchers Legs 1 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ Roscoe Orman Children's Show
1 & 3 p.m. Buzzard Auditorium

PHOTO COURTESY OF OAN CREWS
98.6 Degrees Farenheit Dance Company.

+ The Magic of Andrew 1 & 3 p.m.
Library Quad
+ Medicated Goo 2:30 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ A Sampling of Bethel Grove 3
p.m. McAfee North Hall
+ Motherlode 4 p.m. Quad Stage
+ Collegiate Band Concert 4 p.m.
McAfee Auditorium
+ Jammsammich 5:30 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ 98.6 Fahrenheit Dance Company
7:30 p.m. Village Theatre
+ Guys & Dolls 7:30 p.m.
Charleston High School Swickard
Auditorium

Sunday

+ EIU Flute Choir 11 a.m. Quad
Stage

+ Food Booths Open Noon Library
Quad
+ Art Fair 10 a.m. Library Quad
+ Art Exhibitions Noon Tarble Arts
Center
+ Demonstrations Noon Northside
of Doudna
+ Children's Art Activities Noon
East side of Library Quad
+ Sally Weisenburg and the
Famous Sidemen 12:15 p.m. Quad
Stage
+ The Magic of Andrew 1 p.m.
Library Quad
+ A Sampling of Bethel Grove 2
p.m. McAfee North Hall
+ Little Harps On the Prairie 2 p.m.
Quad Stage
+ Blue Bus 3:15 p.m. Quad Stage
+ Boat Drunks 5 p.m. Quad Stage

25
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Godsmack's lack of creativity makes for mediocrity WEIU-FM
to launch
top 40 show

ALBUM

REVIEWS

By Aaron Saudargas

STAFF WRITER

Nu-metal masters, Godsmack,
are back with their third album to
rock the metal heads. Godsmack's
newest release, "Faceless," provides
old fans with new music Without
much lyrical or musical incentive to
bring new fans to the table.
Godsmack recorded their selftitled album in 1998. With much radio
play they began to get a fan base.
Songs like "Whatever" and "Voodoo"
gave much success to the band.
Then Godsmack released their follow-up album called "Awake" in
2000. Th.is album didn't do as well.
Fans reallzed the band hadn't put
much effort into making the album.
The album begins with the first
radio-released song called "Straight
Out Of Line," which sounds much
like every other Godsmack song
ever created.
The album then takes the listener
to the next song, "Faceless." The
song screams about the relationship
with religion from the perspective
of frontman Sully Ema. Of course
the message leaves the listener with
the disconnected feeling between
the two.
"Hate me with everything/I'm
better off without your animosity/I'll
even sleep better at night"
Skip a few tracks and hear the
song from the movie "The Scorpion
King" called "I Stand Alone.• The
song takes very dark look into the
mind of frontman Ema The guitars
follow earlier Godsmack songs.
The album seems to lack the creativity of other bands. Thur mates
Disturbed put out an album that was
very different from their previous
albums. The lyrics sound as if they
were written 10 minutes before
each song was being recorded.
"Change in seasons, living the
high life/I don't know you so don't
freak on mell can't control you,
you're not my destiny" (from the
song "Straight Out of Line").
"Serenity," the last song, is different then any song on "Faceless." It
samples with them using the sounds
of an acoustic guitar and various
tribal sounds. There is a possibility
the band is trying to follow the same
radio friendliness of "Voodoo."
The album is definitely for older
fans. The songs on the album are not
bad, but they've had the same sound
since the band was founded. With
Ema's dark nitty grungy type voice
and lyrics, it offers newcomers of
what Godsmack is all about

"Faceless"
Godsmack

**

New Flaming Lips EP better left. for the avid fan
By Greg Walker

STAFF WR ITER

With the release of The Flaming
Lips' new EP "Fight Tust," the Lips
yet again dish out the unexpected.
Or is that the expected? Listeners
don't know what the Lips are going to
do next which is what made their last
LPs "The Soft Bulletin" and
"Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots"
the masterpieces that they are.
This six-song EP starts off With
the excellent title track from
"Yoshimi." After that, things start
to get a little strange.
Of the six songs on the disc, three
are covers. Starting off with a cover
version of Kylie Mlnogues' hit "Can't
Get You Out of My H ead." The Lips
are able to tum a poppy, disc<>-like
song into something strange and
spacey while still singing, "I just
can't get you out of my head/Boy
your love is all I think about.•
And they never once forget to add
in the all important chorus, "la la
la .."
Sadly though, the Lips can't come
out with as great of results on their
other two covers, former touringmate Beck's "The Golden Age" and
Radioheacl's "Knives Out." The covers aren't bad; it's just that after listening to their version, you will still
prefer the originals.
A techno remix of "Do You
Realize??" from "Yoshimi" is also
present on the EP. But listening to
this will only make you real.i7.e how
much better the original version is.
Sorry for the pun.
Don't forgot that there are also

Customer Service/Sales
collegestudentwork.co111
APPLY NOW!
APPLY NOW!
APPLY NOW!

SUMMER WORK! SUMMER WORK!
$ 14.50 - $15.00 Base-Appt.
•••Conditions exist. Must be 18.
• Scholarship oppty
• Flex hrs, PT/FT hrs
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Decatur (217)875-3400
Collinsville (618)345-6460
Merrilville (219)769-2352
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STREET ACROSS FROM CRORCH

two new songs on the EP, "The
Strange Design of Conscience" and
"Thank You Jack White (For the
Fiber-Optic Jesus That You Gave
Me)."
"Thank You Jack White" is a goofy
country western song that tells a
story about an encounter with Jack
White of The White Stripes while on
tour With Beck.
The whole saving grace of this EP
is "The Strange Design of
Conscience.• It has a very fresh and
different sound than any of their
newer songs, and some pretty compelling lyrics that many can relate to
today: "Given the hopeless nature of
our times/and how it would change
things/and given the circumstances
of our lives.You'd have done the
same thing."
The EP also contains the video for
"Fight Tust" and the trailer for the
Flaming Lips' very own movie,
"Christmas on Mars."
Overall, this is more of an EP for
fans who want to hear everything
the Lips have to offer. People
intrigued by what the Lips should go
pick up "The Soft Bulletin" and
"Yoshimi," and when you're ready.
give this EP a listen.

"Fight Test"
The Flaming Lips
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+ Having a "Ball" with
Widespread Panic
By Casey Cora

STAFF WR ITER

Despite the death of much-loved
guitarist Michael Houser back in
August of 2002, Widespread Panic
has pushed on in both touring and
their first studio effort sans Houser,
"Ball."
Their latest brings us more south-

By Dan Valenziano

ACTIVITIES EDITOR

"Ball"

Widespread Panic

***

em-infused rock blended with root-

sy blues from the Athens, Georgia
outfit At times inspirational and at
others gut-wrenching, John Bell's
singing highlights every track on the
album.
Both Bell's voice and his oftunderrated guitar work shine
through in the solo "Longer Look,"
where his picking and lamenting
join together for the most sentimental moments of "Ball." "Fishing,•
the opener is an acoustic bongo tune
that gracefully paves the road,
albeit a gritty one, for the rest of the
album.
"Ball" remains true to Panic
form, from the slower blues distortion of "Turtured Artist,• to the
pseudo-southern calypso "Thin Air
(Smells Like Mississippi), which
features the always prominent percussion stylings of Domingo
"Sunny" Ortiz.
"Don't Wanna Lose You,• the single from "Ball," is a culmination of
all things Panic, a ballad with true
southern flavor, highlighted by the
piano work of John "JoJo"
Herman. "Monstrosity" and "Papa
Johnny Road" are the perfect
blend of what Widespread Panic
can do, pull it all together and let it
rip, making great use of all elements of the band.
"'Iravelin' Man," written by the
late Houser, very well could have
been written for the fans of
Widespread Panic and the like:
"Wanna keep my eyes on the
road/Wanna carry my life in a
bag.'Uke to live in a hotel
roomJWanna be a travelin' man"
If you're into sipping on tall boys
and like jamming in the hot summer
sun, in Charleston or Athens, "Ball"
will leave you sun-soaked and satisfied.

Eastern is taking listeners to "The
Edge" on WEIU-FM.
Eastern's new 24-hour top 40 radio
station "The Edge" is set to replace
"The Party" as the background audio
on Eastem's student announcements
channel, said Rick Sailors, general
manager ofWEIU-FM.
A kick-0ff party for the station is
scheduled for 4 p.m. on Friday at Stix.
According
to
http://www.eiuedge.com, the station's
Web site, the station's official start is
Friday at 9 p.m.
Sailors said sometime in July, "The
Edge" will be broadcast on its own
short-range AM station.
"Basically. it'll run 24!7," Sailors
said "It will be automated when we
are not live."
"It will be pretty much limited to
campus,• Sailors said. "There aren't
many high-power frequencies available."
The top 40 song picks will not be
based upon any national charts,
Sailors said. Students will be able to
contact the station by phone or the
Internet and request songs. The 40
most requested songs will be played.
"We want to tailor to what students
want to hear,• Sailor said
The new station will also be a
valuable resource for students who
want to go into commercial radio,
Sailors said.
"One of our responsibility is to prepare students,• Sailors said. "The
majority of (WEIU-FM present and
future employees) are going into commercial radio. It's good experience.•
Student employees will also have
to deal with companies and businesses who want their ads played
on-air, which will also prepare them
for their jobs in the field after college, Sailors said.
Planning began for "The Edge"
about a year ago, Sailors said. But. he
said, it has been seriously underway
all semester.
Sailors said that he and his staff are
planning another station that will be
introduced in the fall. He described
the station as more "eclectic" than
other broadcasting mediums available at Eastern. Sailors said students
will be able to broadcast just about
whatever music they want to.

You Have The Clothes,
We Have The Money.
Trade Ya!
Plato's Closet is acool, new retail
store that buys and sells gently used,
brand name teen clothing, shoes and
accessories from: Abercrombie &
Fitch,American Eagle, Express
Limited, GAP, Lucky Brand, J.Crew,
Dr. Martens, and more! Sell us your
cool stuff and get paid on the spot for
all items accepted. No appointment
necessary. Clothing must be in good
condition and current style.
Check us out!
1145 S College Mall Rd., Bloomington, IN - Phone 812-333-4442
Store Hours: Monday-Friday 1Oam - 8pm, Saturday 1Oam - 6pm, Sunday 12pm - 4pm
Or visit us at http://www.platoscloset.com
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+ "C'mon Lets Pretend"

By Ben Turner

SENIOR WRITER

After dabbling in alt-country.
the self-proclaimed greatest rock
'n'
band
in
the
world,
Supersuckers, are back to their
rowdy
selves
with
"Motherfuckers be Trippin. •
Even though they formed in the
deserts
around
Tuscon,
are
typically
Supersuckers
lumped with grunge movement,
partly due to the fact that they
relocated to Seattle. Yet, because
of Supersuckers' similarities to
guitar-driven punk or even metal,
Supersuckers
outlasted the
grunge backlash. Make no mistake
- the band's songs are still about
sex, women, drugs and alcohol.
Led by bassist/frontman Eddie
Spaghetti and joined by guttarist
Dan "Thunder" Bolton, drummer
Dancing Eagle (how are those for
punk rock monikers?) and rhythm
guttarist Ron Heathman, who was
replaced by Sullivan native and
former Didgits frontman Rick
Sims for 1995's "Sacrillcious
Sounds of the Supersuckers. •
Heathman reentered the mix for
1999's "Evil Powers of Rock 'n'
Roll,• which the band essentially
self-released.
"Motherfuckers" starts off as
both a prediction and complaint
with "Rock 'n' Roll Records (Ain't
Selling this Year)." Spaghetti
makes the prediction with the
song's name as the chorus but also
voices his frustration when he
sings "ya know it's a bitch playing
in a band and watching shit bands
get rich."
"Pretty Fucked Up" starts out in
ballad-like fashion but quickly
throws gas on the fire turning the
chorus into something you can't
help but sing-a-long with. There's
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proves that Swedes can
rock

By Kelly McCabe

ASSOCIATE VERGE £01TOR

"Motherfuckers be Trippin"

Supersuckers

**"'

about being able to sing the f-bomb
along with a band to temporarily
relieve a lot of stress.
Bolton makes his guttar go wahwah on "Bruises to Prove it,"
which is essentially a let's-getdrunk-and-fight song.
"A Good Night for my Drinkin'"
is another song about going out
with the goal of getting drunk but
this time with the reason of forgetting about the fight you had with
your significant other. The song
ends with a spoken word about a
older gentleman entering a strip
bar and what he says to the hooker
who greets him.
"The Nowhere Special" is one of
my favorite tracks on the album,
dealing with a band member's
adventures with a woman during
their European tour and all the
nowhere special places they got
busy.
Although this album doesn't surpass previous efforts, it's good to
see Supersuckers returning to
their rowdy guttar-driven sound.

Swedish girl rockers Sahara
Hotnights have released "C'mon
Let's Pretend" in the United States.
The album was originally released
in 1999, but it has finally made its
way across the pond.
Sahara Hotnights gained some
attention after their 2002 album,
"Jennie Bomb." Rolllng Stone
branded the girls as "The Next Big
Wave,• but they haven't really
made a big splash in the music
world quite yet. After that album,
music critics were quick to categorize the girls with fellow Swedes
The Hives; but The Hives' sound is
by far more raw and hard
The girls, all in their very early
20s, formed the band in 1996 under
the influence of Blondie, The Clash
and The Ramones. They released
"C'mon Let's Pretend" three years
later, and the album garnered them
two Swedish Grammy nominations.
That may not sound like a big deal,

but Sweden did spawn such musical
geniuses as ABBA and Ace of Base.
"C'mon Let's Pretend" is a
uniquely polished album for a debut
from a bunch of l8-year-0lds. With
lead singer Maria Andersson's arrogant vocal delivery and guttarist
Jennie Apslund's riffs, Sahara
Hotnights created a sound on the
album that borders on punk, but
never really crosses that border.
The album kicks off with "Push
on Some Some," a track that relies
heavily on the guttar work of the
Apslund sisters. The next track,
"Oh Darling!" possesses a darker
sound, but is the standout track on
the album, especially because of the
chorus.
While this is a good album, it
pales in comparison to "Jennie
Bomb,• but that's expected since
this is technlcally their debut The
difference between the two albums
shows that the band expanded their
sound, which is exactly what bands
should do.

+ Political lyrics and
genre-fusion are
Warsavv,oacks trademark
Colin McAuliffe
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"C'mon Let's Pretend"
Sahara Hotnights
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Warning: Your ear drums will
never be the same. One listen to the
seven piece out of Hamilton,
Canada will be all you need.
Warsawpack attacks with an
eclectic fusion of hip-hop, jazz,
groove and rock. Forming in the
summer of 1999, each member of
the group brings its own style to the
group for one of the most interesting groups to recently come out of
Canada.
The group consists of Lee
Raback (vocals), Matt Cormier

"Gross Domestic Product"
Warsawpack

***

(drums), Aaron Sakala (turntables),
Adam Bryant (baritone sax), Agit
Rao (guitar), Simon Oczkowski
(tenor sax/flute), and Jarolslav
Wassmann (bass).
It's a wonderful mix of jazz hiphop songs with a few tracks of just
mixing. Thirteen songs with strong
political lyrics tear through this
album. By far. one of the better
songs is "Attention to Deficit,•
where Lee Sings about the capitalism and mass consumption.
"In this age of rapid change
we've got new strains of the manmade pain/We got the stress the
pressure and duress neurosis and
psychosis in clinical test.• In the
nine-and-a-half minute
saga
"Doomsday Device,• Lee continues
with what he feels is wrong with the
world. "I marvel at how my society
is wired/while half of my man is
starving the other half will be on a
diet now/We got riots and we got
lawyer client privilege CNN film
footage of that flooded village.•
This album is for anyone with a
love for music and socially aware
lyrics. It's definitely worth the time
to check it out

College dropout's campus tour makes stop at Eastern
• Comic touring college
campuses racks up
accolades at age 27
By Dan Valenziano

ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Daniel Kinno is back at college, but he's not taking any
classes.
Kinno, a comedian, has been
performing on campuses across

the nation. Eastern is his next stop,
thanks to the University Board.
Kinno dropped out of college to
become a comedian three years
ago, according to a Web site for
the Auburn Moon Agency, the
company premotlng Kinno.
Kinno has worked with comedians such as Chris Tucker, Dane
Cook and Anthony Clark.
According to the Web site,
Kinno is currently in negotia-

tions with two networks for sitcoms, as well as specials for
HBO and Comedy Central. He is
also scheduled to appear on
Night
with
David
"Late
Letterman" and "The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno".
Kinno has performed regularly at Los Angeles's most famous
comedy
clubs,
inclucling
Hollywood Improv, The Laugh
Factory, Ice House, and Sunset

strip's Comedy Store.
At the July 2002 Montreal
"Just for Laughs" Festival,
Kinno was called one of the top
new young comics nationwide.
About six months ago, Kinno,
21, became New England's
youngest headliner. While
there he appeared regularly at
Boston's Comedy Connection,
Comedy
Palace,
Dick
Doherty's Comedy Stop and

N ick 's
Comedy Stop.
Kinno will
perform
Friday at 9
p.m. at 7th
S t r e e t
Underground
in the Martin
Luther King
Jr. University
Union.

Dan Kinno

Have Your Stories Seen By A

Diverse

roup Of People

Minority Today is looking for anyone interested in minority issues

on campus to write for our next edition.
For more info. contact Avian at 581-2812 or avian_carrasquillo@yahoo.com
Advertising opportunities are still available. Call 581-2816 for more info.
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Cruising for rejection:
How pickup lines will get you dropped
Hollywood pickups that flew or flopped
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Pick-up IJnes from movies: some
make you laugh, some make you cry
and some make you just want to hurl.
+ From "National Lampoons Van
Wilder:"
"Are you stalking me? Because
that would be super."
- Ryan Reynolds
National Lampoon can do no wrong!
Macking a in't easy, as Anthony Michael Hall proves
in "Sixteen Candles."

Test the waters
with ridiculous
lines like these
By Niki Jensen

STAFF WRITER

This past week I sacrificed my
dignity in the name ofjournalism.
On assignment for The Daily
Eastern
News,
I
candidly
approached six guys with the
ridiculous IJne, "I'll play Girl Scout
for you tonight if you promise to
eat all my cookies."
Nki Jensen
Tu amplify my embarrassment, "I'll play Girl
there was not a single taker.
Scout for you
Each guy responded to my bold toni~t if you
advance with widened eyes and promise to eat all
plenty of chuckles.
my cookies."
One guy sporting a colorful polo shirt simply stared
at me like I was a mutant creature from Mars.
Yep, that's right. These guys were bewildered and
shocked, absolutely astonished at the words I had just
uttered.
Replies consisting mainly of "Whoa! " and "Are you
serious?" affirmed their skepticism and wonder.
One guy who had probably thrown back a case of
beer simply smiled, probably too inebriated to make
sense of my words.
Though I tried my hardest to shed my girl-next-door
persona, perhaps my victims saw through the sultry
facade.
Upon approaching a guy who may as well have had
"freshman" scribbled on his forehead, I could not help
but giggle while saying my IJne.
His immediate reaction was to turn to his cronies.
Then, in an urgent voice, he told them something along
the IJnes of, "Hey! You won't believe what s he just
said!"
I guess college guys-or at least ones at
Eastern- aren't used to being approached with such
bawdy and over-the-top pickup IJnes.
Better yet, perhaps they aren't tempted by bad taste.
But whatever the reason, a valuable lesson was
learned: An alluring smile or a flirtatious glance may be
all a confident college girl needs to reel in that scrumptious stud from Psych class or that mysterious Romeo
from across the quad.
So next time you're on the prowl, save the female
population some embarrassment and ditch those
"lewdlcrous" IJnes!

+ +ODO "Blazing Saddles:"
"Why don't you loosen your bullets?"
- Madeline Kahn
Mel Brooks Is a genius. Nothing
more needs to be said.
+From "Joe Versus the Volcano:"
"I love you."
- Meg Ryan
"I Jove you too! But your timing

sucks."

- Tom Hanks
God, I miss the old Tom Hanks-you
know, the funny one.

+ From "Austin Powers: The Spy
Who Shagged Me:"
"Let's hop on the good foot and do
the bad thing."
- Mike Myers
Scenario: A man with extremely
poor dental health and a crushed vel-

+ Comedian Daniel Kinno
7th Street Underground
9 p.m. no cover
+ G. Lee and Jet Blonde, Green
Jenkins
The Uptowner
9 p.m. $2

I

would

say

something

like,

"'Wateiworld' sucked,. but yoo already
krewthat.

Dan Valenziano

+ From "Lethal Weapon 3:"
"Are you trying to bait me?"
-Rene Russo
"I'm a master of it."
-Mel Gibson
Mel, you so crazy.
+ From "Grumpier Old Men:"
"I've been to Hawall."
- Burgess Meredith
"Oh yeah? Which island"
-Ann Gulbert
"Come-on-I-wanna-lay-ya"
-Burgess Meredith
This quote reminds me of my of my
boyhood, sitting on the couch at that
same bat-time watching that same batchannel. We miss you Burgess. You
were the best Penguin ever.

+From "Jerry MagUire."
"I love you. You...complete me."
- Tum Cruise
".. .You had me at hello."
- Renee Zellweger
This was, is and forever will be the
sappiest, most stomach-turning discourse ever recorded on screen. Tum,
stick to picking up your women in bars
by singing "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feeling."
+
F rom
"Austin
Powers:
International Man of Mystery:"
"Actually, my name is Austin
Powers. Danger is my middle name."
- Mike Myers
If only everyone who wore a male
symbol necklace could be so cool.

0 F rom "A Night at the Roxbury"
"Hey, nice bulbs Emily."
- Will Ferrell
Guys, say this to a girl and I guarantee you'll get your lights put out.

+From "Tin Cup:"
"Does my inner chlld need a spank-

ing?"

-Kevin Costner

Students hear it all when searching
for short-term romance in Charleston
By John Hohenadel and Kevin Nicks

STAFF WR ITERS

It's a Wednesday night at Jerry's, Bon
Jovi is playing in the background, the
taps are flowing, and Brendan Moody is
looking for love.
"Hey there,• Moody says to a girl sitting at the bar. "I'm a thief, and I want to
steal your heart."
Moody ls only one of the plethora of
Eastern students who admit to having
used bad pick-up lines, on one or more
mortifying occasions.
Unfortunately, attempts like these
rarely do anything to "pick up" the
speaker's chances of sparking a conversation; but they do speed up the chance
of rejection.
"I don't remember exactly what she
said to me, but I haven't seen her since
then, so it probably wasn't good," Moody
admits.
The brave soul who attempted a line
on Jill Clock, sophomore communication
disorders and sciences major, did not get
the medical attention he was hoping for.
"Do you know CPR? {wink} Because
you're giving me a heart attack!"
Lines like this are supposed to attract
women.
However, Clock was not impressed.
"I laughed at him," Clock said. "I've
never heard anything so Jame in my life.
I just thought it was funny."
Clock explained that after she started to laugh uncontrollably, the guy who
had tried to woo her with this eloquent
line began to laugh with her.

CONCERT CALENDAR

Friday
+ EIU Jazz Lab Band, The Idle
Hours, Edison's Medicine, Green
Jenkins, The Mighty Roadkings,
Jakehead, EIU Percussion Ensemble
Celebration in t he Library Quad
starts at noon

vet suit says this
to you. Do you:
a) Kick him In his
aJreadyVile clDmpers
b) Eventually succumb to his charm
and reveal yourself
as a fembot with
machine gun jubbiles. It's your call.

+ X-Krush

Gunner Bucs
9 p.m. $5

Saturday
+ The Bomb, The Matics
Friends & Co.
10 p.m. $3
+ 98.6 Fahrenheit Dance Company
Village Theatre
7:30 p.m.
+ EIU Jazz Lab Band, Unity Gospel
Choir, The Butcher's Legs,
Medicated Goo, Motherlode,

As Clock discovered, not all guys
who use IJnes are just bar sleaze; some
are okay.
"He just admitted that what he just
said was quite stupid," Clock said.
"We actually ended up being friends.
He turned out to be a nice guy."
"I don't think they are used that often,
but when they are, I always just think
It's funny because they're all so stupid,"
Clock said.
F reshman Joe Weber remembers
exactly how girls reacted to his previous
attempts only two years ago.
His plan was to interest a group of
freshman girls in the cafeteria with a
pick-up IJne, then laugh at them and walk
safely away.
Instead, he sat next to one lucky lady
and confided, "There must be something
wrong with my eyes. I can't take them
off you."
Hopefully his game has improved
since high school, because instead, they
laughed.
"I was a j unior in high school, and I
thought I was Mr. Cool. Plus, the girls
were only freshmen, so I was sure it
would work," explains Weber.
One day last year outside of Carman
Hall, sophomore pre-pharmacy major
Cyndi Clement was walking by the basketball courts.
"A black guy yelled at me 'Hey baby
girl, you like chocolate?"'" Clement said.
"I just laughed and turned around. The
guy just went back to playing basketball."
"Guys must know that they aren't

Jammsammich
Celebration in the Library Quad
starts at 10 a.m.
+ Deuce
The Uptowner
10 p.m. $2
Sunday
+ EIU Flute Choir, Sally Weisenburg
and the Famous Sidemen, Little
Harps on the Prairie, Blue Bus
Boat Drunks
Celebration in the Library Quad
starts at 11 a.m.

+ Ryan Groff, Waylon, and Senn
Acoustic Night at The Uptowner
9 p.m. no cover
Monday
+ The Blackouts, Hit Gone Bad
Mike & Molly's
Champaign
Wednesday
+Travis Wesley and J.B. Fairies
Jackson Avenue Coffee
8 p.m. no cover

going to get a date by using such a lame
pick-up line," Clement said.
A guy could have a better s hot with
Clement if he just came up and introduced himself and maybe follow his
introduction up with a compliment.
Are you taking notes, guys?
Pickup IJnes are not always a guaranteed loss.
"I pretty much know my type just by
looking at him," Clement said. "If my
type of guy comes up to me with a funny
pick-up line, he has a chance with me."
Clement and Clock agree that pick-up
IJnes are not used that often.
However, Clock likes to jokingly use
them on her boyfriend.
•All the boyfriends I have ever had, I
have been friends with them before we
even started to date," Clock said. "I have
used pickup IJnes just joking around
with my boyfriend, but never to actually
pick a guy up. I'm too shy for that."
Moody sums up what he has learned
from his experiences: "I don't really
expect {pick-up lines} to wor k, but if I'm
going to approach a girl, I may as well
try to be funny. Chicks still dig funny
guys, right.
Pick-up IJnes may be just a way for
guys to break the lee as Clement thinks,
but in the end, she has a message for
guys who use them.
"Don't use pick up lines, the end,"
Clement says with a laugh.
Weber definitely learned his lesson in
high school, and has come to an
epiphany: "I will never use another pickup IJne again."

Upcoming Shows
+ Swampass
May9
Friends & Co.
+ 56 Hope Road
May9
The Uptowner
+ The Reverend Horton Heat
July 3
Metro
Chicago

